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And Self Adjusting Spring Shackle*
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Give us the man who sings at his
work.
Be his occupation what It
may, he is superior to any of those
who follow the same pursuit in silent
sullenness.—Thomas Carlyle.

—
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NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Themselves of This Service For
Thie Service le To Meat Any
Financial Need

S. NILO SPEAR
We Wish To Announce Our Xmas Opening
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1
We have tried to make careful selections
Call and look our line over

MOODY’S
Union, Maine
.
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with the policy of the Ford Motor
MAYOR CARVER’S STATEMENT
Company to provide the best posslhe automobile at the lowest possi
Four-Wheel Brakes, Vibra ble price.
Central Fire Station provided 750
1 Elaborate arrangements are being
tionless Engine and 60- made for the public reception here. The City’s Finances In a Healthful Condition Which Tax feet of hose for the F. R. Spear crew
Sunday to handle a stubborn dump
Payers Will Warmly Approve.
Mile Speed Are Features. City officials and prominent business
tire. The Spear organization handled
men of Rockland and vicinity have
the situation nicely without bother
ing the regulars.
The full story of the new Ford been invited jind preparations have
automobile, described by Henry Ford been made to give every caller at the To the Citizens of Rockland:—
as being "superior in design and per show a thorough understanding of
While I have no desire or intention to enter into any contro Where to get trees for Christmas
formance to any now available in the this car which is expected to make a versy, my attention, like many other citizens, 'has been directed to time is often a source of trouble
new
chapter
in
automobile
history.
low price, light car field.” will be
Herbert H. Simpson of 23 Cedar street
Four-wheel brakes, standard selec the so-called “true story” published over the signature of the Demo
told first in Rockland next Friday,
advertises to supply ’em and he says
tive
gear
transmission,
extraordinary
cratic
City
Committee.
according to announcement today by
it Is no mail job, for to get good
acceleration,
a
speed
of
60
miles
an
local dealers.
Apparently this was published as an attempt to throw into dis ones he goes as far sometimes as to
hour
and
more,
a
practically
vibra

A public reception is to be held
repute the handling of the city’s money hy the present administra Cushing.
here simultaneously with similar tionless engine, and unusual beauty
tion, and to give an impression that this administration was respon
in
line
and
color
are
among
the
out

gatherings at every Ford dealer in
The concluding football games In
the United States, thus constituting standing features of the new Ford sible for some of the city debt, when the actual facts show, to the
the East were played Saturday when
a part of the greatest automobile cars. The generator, oiling system, contrary, that instead there has been a substantial reduction in that
the Army defeated the Navy 14 to 9
show in the history of the industry. steering gear and rear axle are of debt.
and Boston College heat Holy Cross
iWJhile no detailed descriptions have new Ford design, it is announced.
'Die article referred to is an unfair attack, composed of half 6 10 0. The games listened over the
yet been given out by local dealers, And its 40 h. p. engine has .been so de- '
the Ford Motor Company, from its signed that it runs 20 to 30 miles an j truths and insinuations, obviously published At this time for its radio as being in the highest degree
headquarters in Detroit, has an hour on a gallon of gasoline.
political effect on the coming election. However, now that the ques interesting.
In Rockland photographs and de
nounced that the new Ford car will
tion has been raised, I think that, in fairness to myself and the mem George Dunton who has been
he far in advance of present public scriptive charts of the new cars will
demand for speed, flexibility, control he on display at the Knox County bers of my Council, the actual figures and condition of the city agent at Belfast for the Eastern S.
in traffic and economy of operation Motor Rales Co. showrooms, where finances should be given the same publicity. Realizing that the public S. Lines Inc., has been transferred
as the famous Model T was in ad the public will be given the complete has a right to demand a strict accounting of the city's moneys, and to this city's brunch. Mr. and Mrs.
vance of public demand when it was story of the new Ford car. Later to know just how true are the insinuations contained in the above Dunton’s departure from Belfast Is
various models of the new Ford line
introduced in 1908.
greatly regretted. Mr. Dunton Is a
mentioned article, 1 append hereto a true statement of the finances Rotarian, and Mrs. Dunton Is active
.Dealers have not yet been advised will he on display here.
So
far
the
new
cars
have
been
ex

as
they
stood
when
this
administration
took
its
seat
on
Jan.
i,
1926,
as to the prices at which the new
in the work of the Baptist church.
Ford line will sell, but definite as amined only by those who will have and as they were on Nov. 1, upon the closing of the hooks for the
charge
of
the
first
showings
and
surance has come from Detroit that
Fred Smallwood, chief game war
fiscal year:
the price will be entirely In accord demonstrations. Salesmen and dem
den in the Rockland section, came
onstrators are studying charts and
Appropriations, 1926 and 1927
t................................. $470,655 95 upon a truck Thursday evening con
diagrams which will be used in ex
127,167 83 taining an automatic shotgun and a
plaining the various details of design, Other revenue ........................... -.......................................
cow moose. The hunters fled from
STRAIN
appearance and performance.
the car to the woods and were not
For months factory models of the
Total ................................... *....................................... $597,823 78 apprehended,
hut further investiga
new cars have been undergoing se Expenditures, 1926 and 1927 ........................................ $591,906 69
tion is being made through the auto
vere performance tests In and around
mobile registration clues.
Detroit. One of these factory models
Unexpended balance ..........................................
$ 5,917 09
recently made a road run pf 120 miles
Many Knox County turf lovers'
In 124 minutes. This run, it is said,
.
$334,850 00 have heard of that game old cam
was made on an ordinary paved Bond issue Jan. I, 1926 ...............................
highway near Detroit.
Bond issue Nov. 1, 1927—no change
334.85000paigner Cheerful Charlie, which prior
to ten years ago was well known on
Local dealers, in commenting on
the forthcoming show, said their first Teni|>orary loans, Jan. 1, 1926
$128,570 00 dirt tracks all over New England.
view of the new Ford car had sub Temporary loans, Nov. 1, 1927
123,000 00 The horse dropped dead while Jogging
along a street In Farmingdale one
stantiated Henry Ford’s statement
that "there is nothing quite like it in
day last week. The horse was raised
Decrease .................... .................................................. $ 5,570 00 hy Buster Richardson of Waterville.
quality and price."
"Mr. Ford’s statement had pre1,1926
$20,00000 While Miss Clara M. Farwell was
j pared us for a surprise,” said H. F. Special High School equipment notes Jan.
Mann of the Knox County Motor Special High School equipment notes, Nov.
1,1927
5,00000endeavoring to open the Summer
Rales Co., "but the new Ford car- Is
street entrance of the First Baptist
better, even than we had hoped for.
vestry Sunday forenoon the door was
Decrease
..........................
.
.
...............
$
15,00000
It Is certain to make history in the
suddenly pushed open from the In
automotive industry, just as its pre
and Miss Farwell was sent reel
Certificates of deposit, Jan. 1, 1926............ ..................
$
366) 09 side,
decessor, the famous Model T, has
ing over the steps and onto the
Certificates
of
deposit,
Nov.
1,
1927
..............
000
00
made history for 20 years. We are
ground. She was quite badly shaken
proud of the new car and feel certain
up, but regained her feet and walked
that its appearance and performance
Decrease .......................... ......... ........ ....... ......... „.....
366 09 into the church.
wUl attract unprecedented attention
adihng automobi.e owners.”
A stated convocatln of King Sol
Bills payable Jan. 1, 1926 ............................ .................... $ 21,449 46
Bills payable Nov. 1, 1927 ..............................................
10,887 51 omon’s Temple Chapter R. A. M.. will
be held in Masonic Temple on Thurs
STILL THEY COME
day evening. The Royal Arch degree
Decrease ....................................................................... $ 10,561 95 will be conferred In full form on a
FXrth Entrant In Governorship Race
class of candidates. Hour of open
/Expected.—Libby of Waterville.
Cash on hand Jan. 1. 1926................................................. $ 12,315 91 ing 7.30 p. m. Rt. Ex. D. D. O. H. P.
29,454 00 John L. Tewksbury of Camden will
<lWith three avowed candidates al Cash on hand Nov. 1, 1927 ... ....................................
lie present for offiial inspection of the
ready in the race for the Republican
Our authority to adjust our own
At 6.36 p. m. a banquet will
Increase ............................... . .......... ... ........................ $ 17338 09 Chapter.
claims right here in Rockland— iifamination for governor, including
be served hy Golden Rod Chapter at
Bank Commissioner John G. Smith,
we have the Company’s check
50 cents per plate.
who is also mayor of Saco, there
book right here—enable! us to
comes a fairly well authenticated reCity net debt account Jan. 1, 1926 ...
$402,540 12
Mr. and Mrs. Krneat Payedn Jones
render that much better service Ipott that Mayor Herbert C. Ubby
City net debt account Nov. 1, 1927
366,166 of)
of Stanley l-une have the sympathy
of
Wlaterville
will
make
a
fourth
and pay promptly.
*
of a wide circle of friends In the
within the next ten days.
Predictions that Mayor Libby seek
Decrease .... .................................................... ............... $ 36.374 06 death of their eight year old daugh
ter Arlene Viletta, which occurred
the nomination have appeared from
time to time for a year or more, but
In a nutshell, with the payment of the above $10,887.51, for Sunday after a brief illness of pneu
monia. The beautiful little girl Was
they were apparently not taken very
which the checks have since been drawn, the bills payable account one of brilliant promise, a general
seriously until the mayor entered the
recent campaign over the retention will have been reduced entirely. All bills contracted before Nov. 1, favorite and her death is the occasion
or repeal of the primary law. He ac- 1927, which have been presented will have been paid and the interest of special sadness. Funeral services
I cepted the Kennebec County chair bearing debt reduced $20,936.09, with $18,560.49 left in cash to will be held at the Universalist
manship of the pro-primary organi
Wednesday at 2 o'clock. Rev.
continue business. I11 addition, the State and County taxes have also Church
zation and might find this organiza
Mr. Knickerbocker officiating.
tion more or less ready to rise into been settles! in full without increasing the interest hearing debt.
life under his leadership again.
Henry E. Comins, Maine Central
agents
JAMES F. CARVER,
425 MAIN ST.
TEL 9©
agent in this ctiy. will remove his
Mayor.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
mind from block signals and kindred
When jealousy- gets busy love
I hereby certify that the aibove statements are correct and that railroad troubles Thursday, and ac
takes a vacation.
the accounts herein submitted are in accord with the books of the city. companied by Mrs. Comins will start
on a two-weeks' vacation trlq, to
HERBERT W. KEEP,
Florida. The past year, thanks prin
City Auditor,
cipally to the cement plant, has been
Rockland, Me., Nov. 28, 1927.
one of the busiest the Maine Central
Railroad has ever had on this divi
sion and after splendidly attending to
HOW THE WATER FLEW
its every detail "Henry” Is certainly
entitled to the happy outing which is
coming to him.
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Real Estate
Personal Property
Loans Privately
2—Offltee—2
Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M
143* it
Lawful Rate of Interest

Tuesday
Issue

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Lost

THREE RINGS
Three Diamond Rings were Lost Yesterday
(Monday) Afternoon between Knox Hospital and
Main street—Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Senter Crane
Company or F. W. Woolworth Co. Stores.

A Liberal Reward will be paid for these Rings
if returned to the office of

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Ask Your
Banker

Atwater-Kent

The safest place for surplus funds is the
savings account. There your money is put to
work for you in investments which are closely
scrutinized by men expert in such matters. All
of the principles of safety which guard invest
ments are taken care of for you; your funds
are always available, and can be at your dis
posal in time of emergency at a minimum of
time and effort. If every prospective investor
would consult his banker before making an in
vestment, be would obtain unbiased advice and
judgment as to the safety of his investments.
The banker has the facts at his fingers* tips, and
his advice is free for the asking.

All Electric
RADIOS
Are just released from the factory using R. C. A.
Latest Type A. C. Tubes, in Table and Console
Models.

Prices Exceedingly Low for this High Class Re
ceiver
Order Now.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Buy from the Authorized Dealer.

ROCKLAND.RADIO SHOP

Arthur S. Baker, Pres.
J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.
E. F. Berry, Cashier,
D. C. Leach, Asst. Cashier.

14 Limerock Street
Open Evenings
142-143

Rockland

Being a Story of a Thirsty Barge Which Defied Pumpers
Until It Choked On Horse Fodder.

Holman Day’s yarn about pumping
the Atlantic Ocean through a bot
tomless schooner pretty near y had
Its parallel at Snow’s wharf Satur
day when the Snow Marine Company
undertook to pump out the barge
Bass.
This craft formerly belonged to the
Reading company’s stables, and came
to grief by sinking in the Kennebec
River with a load of soft coal. To
use Capt. John I. Snow's expression
the Kennebec river was pumped
through her before she could he
docked and discharged.
The Snow Marine Company applied
an 8-inch pump to the water-logged
barge Saturday morning and the re
sult reminded the writer of a story
he once heard a political orator tell
in Post Ollice Square.
“If you want to know how much
you will he missed after you're gone."
said the speaker, "just poke a stick
into a tub of water and then pull ii
out again. The hole which is left
will be the hole you will leave after
you pass from this mundane sphere.”
And that’s about all the good that
8-inch pump did on the barge Bass.
The water was lowered only an Inch.
Another 8-incb pump was rigged
up, but the combined efforts of the
two lowered the water only six in
ches.
Capt. John looked over the top of
his horn spectacles, spat reflectively

over the rail, and "cussed" softly.
“Fetch on that 12-lnch pump!” he
ordered.
With these three pumps and the
barges’ own pump working it is esti
mated that 25 tons of water were
pouring out of the barge each 60
seconds.
Yet there seemed to be quite a lot
left in the bay.
Capt. John then bethought him
self that the barge might he hungry
and tie fed a hale or two of hay to it
by the simple device of lowerlng«It
over the side and letting it suck into
the hole in the bottom.
Some of the hay stuck In the
pumps’ throats, and for a moment
threatened to choke them, hut even
tually Capt. Snow's strategy pre
vailed and the leaky bottom was so
well clogged Ifhat the barge /was
finally freed so that she could he
hauled out on the railway. 'But the
task occupied three hours and is
said to have made the greatest com
motion that has been seen on the
Southend waterfront In many moons.
Once on the railway it was found
that tlie ends of three planks had
dropped down onto the flats and
enough water was being admitted so
that the Snow Marine Company
might have been pumping yet, if
Capt. Snow had not conceived thp
notion of feeding tlie barge with hoss
fodder.

Physically and mentally handi
capped children will be taught in two
new schools recently authorized by
the Philadelphia school board. One
of the buildings will provide for chil
dren suffering from nutritional de
fects, tuberculosis, and orthopedic
troubles, and in -the other training
will be given to mentally retarded
children.

FORSEES MILD WINTER

HOURLY SERVICE
On Fancy Shaped Watch Crystal
Fitting “A Crystal for Evsry
Watch”
C. E. MORSE, Jeweler
Successor to W. M. Purington
344 Main Street
Rockland

140-142

The dance given two weeks ago by
Rockland Commercial Students at
the Copper Kettle for the benefit of
the R. C. C. basketball team was so
successful that it was voted then
and there to Institute a series of
such dances at Intervals of perhaps
two weeks. The second will be given
tomorrow evening in the I. O. G. F.
Hall. School street, with Kirk's sev
en-piece orchestra furnishing music,
the proceeds to be turned over to the
basketball fund. Mrs. Lena K. Sarg< nt is acting as "general" of the affaii, assisted by an able corps of
workers.
Miss Ethel Thomas, a student at
Westbrook Seminary, who has been
spending the holiday and weekend
with her mother Mrs. Annie Thomas
at The Highlands, is already figuring
in activities in connection with the
course in elocution she is studying
at the Seminary. Miss Thomas gave
several readings in a program pre
sented at the Stevens Avenue Con
gregational Church, Woodfords, at
their recent church fair, and on Ar
mistice Day appeared in a program
given at the seminary. Miss Thomas'
teacher is Louise Hill, a product of
Leland Powers School.
One lot of coats, 18 In number,
that have been selling from $35 to
$45 are reduced to $25.00. Misses
and ladies sizes. Street floor. Fuller-Cobh-Davis.—adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again 1 mould
hare made a rule to read some poetry and
.isten to some music at least oare a week
Tlie loss of these tastes is * loss of hardi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

The Gloucester weather prophet.
John Wlalmsley, believes it will be
THE ANGELUS
an uncommonly mild winter. There
(Jean Francois Millet, 1914-1875)
are two outstanding signs upon Not far from Paris. In fair Fontainebleau,
A lovely memory-haunted hamlet lies.
which he bases his forecart.
Whose tender spell makes captive, and deflea
One is that the hornet nests he has Forgetfulness. The peasants come and go—
Their
tacks too used to stoop, snd patient
seen are low. showing that the hor
sow
nets know the weather will be mild The harvest which s narrow want supplies—
with little snow, and the jumping of Even as when. Earth's pathos In hts eyes.
frogs from streams to the banks, Millet dwelt here, companion of their woe.
which, he says, never happens In ad Ah, Barblzonl With thorns, not laurels,
crowned,
‘
vance of cold weather Is the other.
To prove that he really believes in He looked tty sorrows in the face, and found—
Vital as seed warm-nested in the aod—
his owi) prophecies, IWalmsley says Tlie hidden sweetness at the heart of pain:
lie does not intend to grow a beard Trusting thy nun end dew, thy wind end
rain—
this winter. He wore a long one last1
At home with Nature, snd nt one with fled I
year.
—Florence Eerie Coatee.
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Personal^ appeared Prank S. Lyddie. who
•a oath declares that he Is Pressman tn the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue cd this paper of Sot. 26. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6337 eenies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

A MAN NAMED SMITH

GOLDEN RULE MENU

Is Urged For Next Sunday To
Tells Chamber of Commerce About Good Road Plana and
Aid the Near East Or

You’D See That He Ought To Know.

phans.

ON MY SET
The splendid reception of last
Friday night continued over the

weekend, although not quite so
good for OX work. My i erf heat
station Saturday
night was
WSM, Nashville, Tenn. Other
stations on niy log that night
were
WBBM, WJZ, WEAF,
WOR.
WTAM,
WFI, WGY,
WMCA, WSAI, WLS, WBZ,
WABC, KDKA, WFG, WARS,
WCBU, WCDA, and WJR. The
Cleveland atatien waa broadcast
ing a lively basketball game be
tween Cleveland and Fort Wayne
,«•» ••• •«.
So many stations were in evi
dence Sunday night that on tome
portions of the dial it was almost
a jumble. Sorne excellent band
music, the Jubilee Singers and
Collier's Weekly
hour were
among the high spots. Announce
ment was made that Grafottand
Rice, the famous sporting writ
er, will be the guest speaker fer
Collier’s Weekly hour next Sun
day night.
My Sunday night
stations were WEAF, WBZ,
WJZ, WLS, WEEI, WGN, WCAU
WPG. CKCX, KDKA, WGBS,
WSAI, WMCA, WGY, WTAM,
WOR, NAA, and WJR.

William Jessop. State director, and
C. H. Emmons, regional director, vis
ited four Rockland churches Sun
PROGRAM OF WORK FOR 1927-28
ly for him.—Psalm 37:5.7.
day and set forth the work of the
Near East Relief, which will present
Its annual claim upon the people of
MAYOR CARVER'S SUCCESS
Maine on "Golden Rule Sunday” Dec.
That the Chamber continue to concentrate it* efforts to
$
____
4. Churches. Sunday Schools and
obtain an appropriation of State funds for a program of perma
Mayor Carver’s administration of
children of the public schools are to
nent improvements on tho Atlantic Highway between Woolwich
fers Itself for the endorsement of the
co-operate in tlie observance, and
and Bangor, co-operating in thit endeavor, particularly with tha
citizens at large are asked to do their
city's interested business men and
Waldo, Knox A Lincoln Counties Good Roads Association.
share.
That tho Chamber should render all aid to local industries
tax-payers upon tlie record of Its
President Coolidge has given his
now axisting in Rockland and continue to give all possible aid
two-year term of office just coming
approval to International Golden
for tho establishment of any other now industries desiring to
to its close. It is a record of real
Rule Sundaj- and his letter to the
locate in Rockland.
committee says in closing: “I hope
success, of real work done. In the
That the Chamber continue its efforts in maintaining the
the voluntary observance of this day
fine spirit of co-operation and civic interest in ths city.
region of permanent improvements,
may become increasingly prevalent
That
tho
Chamber
continue
an
information
bureau,
render
as well as in the region of the city's
In America and throughout the
aosiatanco as far as possible te all community activities, and
finances, which will number It, we
world."
advertise Rockland aa an industrial center and a summer resort.
The stand taken by the President
think, among the most successful and
That tho Chamber endorse in principle the proposed City
is the same as that taken hy all the
satisfactory administrations the city
Planning Board and urge that steps bo taken at an early date to
religious, professional, diplomatic
bring it into actual operation.
has ever known. In another part of
and business leaders of the world,
this paper the Mayor presents In
and the national convention of the
Knights of Columbus. World Educa
plain array the figures of the finan
Assurance that the State Highway, thing may be heard from litem even- tion Association and many other na
cial achievements of his term in of
tional and state organizations have
Commisslon is to build Route No. 101, tually.
fice. Let tbe reader of it note that
Publicity: The Publicity commit
Ken White played 'em late
with the possibility that part of it tee reports a very successful year. parsed resolutions endorsing the
Saturday night and logged KFI
the figures dealt with arc brought
work of the Near East.
will be cement highway, was offered Twenty thousand folders were dis
(Lot Angeles) WFAA (Dallas,
Golden Rule (Sunday will he ob
down to date and are not the figures
last night by the chairman of the tributed. The Information Bureau served very generally by the church- I Tox.) KOA (Denver) and WSB,
of the year 1926, upon which the
(Atlanta.)
Sunday night he
commission, ex-Senator Clyde H, with a branch at Gonla's store proved es of tlie state and in a multitude of
of much value to the traveling pub homes a typical Near East menu will
criticisms voiced in the recent Dem
again legged ^he Lot Angeles
Smith of Skowhegan, who set forth lic. In addition, articles In two is
station fer the third time on suc
be served in place of the usual Sun
ocratic caucus were based. It is a
for the benefit of the Rockland Cham sues of Sun-Up Magazine gave Rock day dinner, and a general contribu
cessive nights, and WHB of
record to be proud of, a record upon
land
wide
publicity
both
as
a
recre

Kansas City. Mr. White it a
ber of Commerce the clearest and
tion will be made to the work. A
which to go to the voters in confi most satisfactory outline of the Com ational and industrial center. The typical Near East menu includes a
DX-er de luxe.
dence that they will testify their ap mission's purpose that any speaker usual traffic signs have been main hearty vegetable soup or meat stew
tained.
or baked macaroni and cheese with
proval of it by an emphatic demon- has ever attempted in this city.
Hilliard R. Spear of Warren ie
Civic Activities: The interest of stewed apricots, dark bread andThe occasion was the annual ban
stiation at next Monday's polls.
losing his beauty sleep, but cer
quet of the Chamber, and it proved the Chamber In civic activities is ceeoa.
tainly getting results. Among
The Near East Relief is caring for
a distinct triumph for two men. One manifested by Its co-operation in
the 150 stations now on hia log
About this time—to employ the
was Senator Smith, the silver- ike following:—Community Chest, 39,899 children in Near East Relief
are KFRC, San Francisco; KFI,
language of those old-fashioned al tongued statesman from Somerset, Knox Hospital benefit, Knox and orphanages, in subsidized Armenian.
Loc Angeles; WRR, Dellas, Tex.;
Lincoln
Farm
Bureau
in
the
promo

Greek
and
Georgian
institutions
and
manacs our parents used to hang by who was in the good graces of his
W'NAX, Yankton, S. D. and
tion
of
the
annual
apple
show,
In
subsidized,
supervised
homes,
sup

a string beneath the little kitchen audience long before he referred to maintenance of a directory service
KRLD, Dallas. Sunday morning
plementary
feeding
is
given
to
1,743
found him listening in at 3.18,
looking-glass — about this time, his consistent support of the Ken of the larger cities and towns to the additional children in refugee camps
nebec Bridge proposition. The other
eyes bulging and every heir on
clearing
house
for or villages.
those of us condemned to the was Wiflis I. Ayer, the Chamber'3 westward,
end.
It maintains 45 hospitals and clin
shrewdness of a northern winter, new president, who handled the meet Thanksgiving and Christma s relief
work, final securing of a permanent ics givtng 1.963.246 treatments annu
whose first gestures are even now- ing with an ease that surprised all location for the ice breaker, dollar
A belated session last night
ally, so that during the past year al
observable in the leaden skies, find who were not familiar with his ability days with 72 merchants co-operating. together 76.138 children were aided
netted me among other stations
in that line. His witticisms kept the
Four open forum meetings were and also 35.063 adults making a
WDAE, Tampa,
Fla., KMA,
our malts accentuated by messages ,members constantly laughing, and
held last year and were largely at grand Jotal of 111,201. In addition.
Shenandoah, la., and WSUI,
from Florida. Mostly they are mes throughout the banquet there was a
tended.
Iowa City. Ken White's DX gta350.000 persons received clothing in
sages of condolence, touched occa delightful atmosphere of informality.
The directors have created an Air 1926 in exchange for work or by free
tions included WDAE, WDBO,
The Union Chamber sent 14 dele port committee which is quietly at
sionally with a note of derision that
Orlando, Fla., and KGA, Spo
distribution.
gates and Camden 10, and when asked work making plans for the eventual
kane, Wash. James Briggs re
It is to carry on and maintain this
so large a proportion of the human
to stand they received a splendid establishment of a landing field for work that the Golden Rule Sunday
ports two San Francisco stations
race should find itself content to greeting from the Rockland brethren. the city of Rockland. This is in di
—KFRC and KRO and WBAP of
ls being observed internationally.
linger in banked houses, stuffy with The chicken supper was furnished by rect line with the rest of the coun
Fort Worth.
The International Near East Relief
coal fires, when only a short railroad the Eastern Star which lived up to try in the development of its new Association operates through the
tradition very nicely. Lou Cook and transportation field.
Golden Rule committee in 40 coun
journey to the southward, Florida lies
Wolves are blamed for the alarmHomer E. Robinson had charge of the
In closing want to say that it is
embowered in perpetual bloom and vocal music, and the Central Maine not easy for me to make this report tries, concentrating its activities to ing spread of ratines In Russia. Our
bring about the observance of Gol theory is that it originated in a wolf
arched over by cerulean skies of un Orchestra gave a very nice concert. due to m,v second hand knowledge of den Rule Sunday.
that had been bitten by a Bolshevist.
E. L. Brown called the meeting to what has been done aside from what
failing sunshine. Such is the lan
In Germany this committee secured —Punch.
ls
found
in
the
bare
statement
of
order
in
the
absence
of
President
Bird,
support
for
167
children
in
spite
of
guage that rises naturally to the edi
and made a hit with Exhibit A, the facts written into the minutes of her own great problems concerning
torial pen upon perusal of these oflicers-elect; and Exhibit B, the your directors.
the care of orphans. In Japan every
friendly letters and the contempla nominating committee.
• * • •
member of the House of Peers made
President-elect Ayer said the meet
tion of voluminous advertising mat
The annual report of C. A. Emery, Golden Rule contributions for two
ter, colorful in respect of the print ing was an inspiration to him. and treasurer, shows that the Chamber's years. With the Japanese contrib
that one of the tasks was to see that income for the year was $6,002, the utions went scores of letters from
er's ink, and carrying conviction In
the knockers became boosters. 'Our pi incipal source being membership the children of that country to the
their pictured scenes of life in which motto is a 'Bigger. Better and Busier
fees, amounting to $4,466. The total orphans in the Near East.
"We want the people in their own
the wearing of clothes by men and Rockland,'” said Mr. Ayer, “and ev expenditures were $5,74$. some of
women of that flowery kingdom has erybody will admit that it has been the items being: salaries of secre homes to eat next Sunday what
made so. The Chamber of Commerce tary and stenographer, $3,319: rent, might be termed an orphan’s or pov
been reduced to the utmost stage ot
is not wholly responsible but by $240: office expenses, $186; publicity erty meal," says Director Emmons.
elimination. "I hope to see you down George she has helped. Like the yeast nnd advertising. $316;
meetings. In order to carry out the spirit of
here in this sunshine soon." Thus in the loaf of bread you can’t see it, $409: tourist information bureau, the Golden Rule and make a sacrifi
$197: Community Chest drive, $500; cial gift to the orphans in the Near
the illustrative message taken out but it's there and does the work."
East. Any hank will he glad to re
The president-elect introduced the contingent expense, $185.
oi a letter from Henry E. Edwards,
ceive any contributions thus made
new secretary. Charles G. Hewett:
that popular and long-time member and read a telegram from the former
and t > forward them.
Senator Smith was introduced aa
About the first of February we
of Rockland’s summer colony, w-ho secretary. Samuel S. Lord. Both got
"a man who knows his onions in re art going on an underwriting cam
even this early finds himself set a tine hand. Secretary Hewett read gard to new roads." The distinguished paign. the purpose of which will be
down in the midst of St. Petersburg his annual report, which will be found visitor presented his address in the to see that 30,009 children may b»
of much interest. It follows:
form of questions and answers.
placed by adoption or eared for until
for a long Floridian winter. "You
• « • »
Does it pay to build better roads
they are 16 years of age.
can't help being cheerful,” he adds,
It is a difficult task to make a re
Answering his own question the
“We are also solving the refugee
‘‘‘with the birds singing and a clear port for the year that will give you chairman of the State Highway Com problems of 80.000 Armenians who
sky overhead." Truly an alluring
complete picture of what your mission cited numerous advantages are still without economic opportun
Chamber of Commerce has been do which accrue, one being an excess of ities. There are 50,000 outside of
picture.
ing. for aside from the regular pro property values far in excess of the Athens, Greece, in the very shadow
gram of work as planned by the money expended.
Another Is the of the Acropolis, the balance being
Another Rockland man (D. O.
committee are the countless and ure great saving in gasoline and automo in Syria. We are working with a
Smiley) Journeying by degrees to recorded services that the Cham
bile tires. Statistics show that it French commission to place agricul
ward the land of the South, also re ber furnishes dally, not alone to our costs 9*4 cents a mile to operate
turists on land in Tyre and Sidon. It
own citizens but to all parts of our car on common road and 7 cents on will need $130,000 to see this project
members his home paper.
"As
through."
high grade construction.
drove through Harper’s Ferry," he country.
A year ago the Program of Work
What type of highways is best to
writes, “f recalled the controversy committee submitted the following
invest money in?
TENANT'S HARBOR
that some time ago was carried on program, which was duly adopted
This ls a question of the present
Mrs. Frank Pullen who has been
for
1926-27.
in your columns over the story of
day and generation. In olden times confined to the house with the gripiie
soft roads were best for the old gray
John Brown and his burial place
That the Chamber concentrate its mare, and nobody could conceive of is now able to he out.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary mo
Accompanying this letter are several efforts to obtain an appropriation of
a demand for roads that would en tored to Rockland last Thursday.
picture cards of striking interest state funds for a program of per able him to travel 50 miles an hour
Albert Jacobson has arrived home
manent improvements to the Atlan
Upon one of them he writes:
and which woutd withstand winter after spending several weeks in Bel
tic Highway,-between Woolwich and
frosts.
Gravel
roads
cost
$16,000
fast.
"Your correspondent claimed that Bangor; to provide a suitable main
Fred Pratt of lViiiardham is work
John Brown was hurled at Harper's highway for this section of the State mile, bituminous roads $20,000 and
Ferry and that she had many times upon the completion of the Kennebec cement roads $45,000. But the cost ing for the Rorkland Radio Shop.
of maintenance is $3500 for gravel Me is doing a great business selling
seen the monument marking his Bridge.
resting-place.
This monument as
That the Chamber should render roads if the traffic is $000 cars a day radios and will be pleased to call on
I|
you will see by the picture simply al! aid possible to the Industries al To maintain bituminous roads costs any one interested in same.
$340 a mile, and cement roads $172
marks the spot where stood the en ready existing In Rockland.
Mrs. Dorcas Wiagle Is gaining rap
gine house, in which Brown and his
That the Chamber give ail possible Gravel roads are always in need of idly and expects to arrive home soon.
men barricaded themselves and gave aid for the establishment of a Port repairs; bituminous does not last in
Harland Rawley who has been sick
Battle. Brown as you know was land cement plant and any other new comparison to cement. (Hence, the with grippe in Rockland is improv
hanged at Charles Town, twelve industries desiring to locate in speaker said, we would do well to ing.
miles distant, and lies buried in the Rockland.
build our front lines, with cement
The workman have the frame ot
Adirondack Mountains. These cards
That the Chamber continue its ef using gravel for the lesser traveled Allison Morris' house up.
were sold me by a grandson of the forts In developing still further the roads.
Mrs. Charles Allen was a guest of
flrst man shot by the Are from the new existing fine spirit of co-operaher granddaughter Mrs. Rudolph
How shall we finance our roads?
engine-house—John Brown's Fort.”
This has been the outstanding issue Berrgren last week.
tgm and civic interest in Rockland.
Everett Torrey has arrived home
The paper upon which our corres
That the Chamber continue an In in several Legislatures. There are
fro mChicago.
pondent writes, presents with a pic formation bureau and advertise four ways: Assessment of propertyWhitney Wheeler and sister came
auto registration, gasoline levy and
Rockland to the summer tourists.
ture the legend “Hotel Robert E. Lee,
bond issues. With an Intensive road home to spend the holiday with their'|
Lexington, Virginia.” What visions
It is understood throughout the program it is necessary to issuo parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 'E. Wheeler.
Mrs. Charles Taylor is caring for
of the romance of history it conjures detailed report that the Chamber bonds. The gas tax Is on the propo
up We get the impression that the does not claim sole initiative for its sition of paying as you go, and equit her mother Mrs. Emma Hooper who
accomplishments.
able distribution among the users of Is seriously ill.
ideal method of approach to Florida
Road Program: The directors last the roads, including tourists. This
wotild be through the processes of a November appointed a Good Roads latter policy ls the product of Ihe | The sad part of it is that the
motor car journey leisurely adapting committee. At a later date there present administration which, under [wheat-growers have elevators for
itself to the contemplation of those was organied the Waldo. Knox & Gov. Brewster, has stood for an ex- grain hut not for prices.—'NorfolkLincoln Good Roads Association pensive road program. It is our [ Virginian-Pilot.
regions of the South, which have with S. S. Lord as secretary. This
solemn duty to co-operate on some
--------------------quite as much to recommend them organization was Instrumental in se permanent road program, and to ohYou never hear a man boast that
to the imagination as our own New curing the resurfacing of Route 1 tain from the most acceptable sonre»s his wife shines his shoes,
England, so highly favored by the between Maverick square and Rock the money to carry on a systematic
port. Route 101 also received its
•
pen of the historian and the poet of share ot attention and at a public program.
"Where shall we build our State as Route 101. The plan calls for the
romance, possesses.
hearing in Augusta the Rockland roads?
rebuilding of a g'-eat portion of that
Chamber of IComrnerce was heard
From every cross road comes an route. We propose to divide the
Christmas Health Seals are now and well represented. As a result urgent demand for building construc work Into, small contracts in order
being offered for sale throughout the of this hearing Route 101 was re tion, and it ls not surprising that that it may be completed before the
designated and work will be started each community asks its share. The tourists come In July and August."
city, placed in the hands of school as soon as funds are available.
Senator Smith referred to the meet
a'ltbrnatlve ls to build State roads
children organized for that purpose.
Industries: The Chamber has been
permanently and where they will ac ing to be held in Augusta tomorrow
The 1927 seal is of handsome design continually working for the interests complish the greatest good.
We in regard to keeping highways open
showing, in the National colors, tho of industries already established and should build trunk lines into the to travel in winter.
in helping others to locate here. It
Asked by Mayor Carver what kind
immortal Santa Claus with his is a broad subject and all successes State second to none. If we do not
have attractive gateways we cannot' of improvement was being considsltigh and reindeer, the double cross of the organiation have a direct
hope to see out-of-state cars, though, ered for Route 101, Senator Smith
of the sponsoring organization and bearing on our business and indus we pave our streets in gold. If we said that cement was being seriously
trial life. Specifically your Chamber
the legend "Christmas Greeting and
has been and still is. working for a want the best results we must build, considered.
Good Health.” The cost of a single revision of the freight tariff on cer permanently and connectedly, for a] Judge Oscar H. Emery of Camden
stamp is one cent. Buy as many as tain kinds of lish. The Chamber has break here and there detracts from asked the speaker if tourists were
the entire aystem.
We must lay not being routed through the center
yea can afford, paste them on your maintained a list of available rents, aside sectional interest and personal ot the State instead of along the shore
apartments, hoarding houses, etc.,
Christmas mall, and so contribute to
"The
Commission where the most beautiful scenery Is.
and furnished these to interested in consideration.
tbe fight which the Public Health dustries.
The kelp industry now realizes," said Senator Smith, “that Senator Smith said the percentage
Association is waging with increas known as Plastic, Incorporated is this beautiful section down this way, was about two to one, but this ratio
contains many possibilities for indus- will be reduced now that the Carlton
ing success against the causes of tu our newest Industry and came hero trial and vacational development. We Bridge is open.
largely through the effort^ of Mr.
berculosis and other preventable I-ord. Other concerns have made have already designated a State road
Another open forum meeting will
sickness which lies in its waits.
overtures to locate here and some- from Lewiston to Rockland, known be held in January.
Rest tn the Lord, and watt patient
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A NEW SHOP

E. H. Maxey Has Added Attractive
Salesroom To Brook Institutions.
A distinct addition to Rockland's
I shopping facilities is the new show
room just opened by E. H. Maxey on
the second floor of Jones block, foot
of. Lindsey street. Mr. Maxey has
, operated a picture framing shop in
the location for tlie past live years

and is now doubling the space used antique finishes are carried in stock
through the addition of the new room, and any not on hand can lie pro
file old quarters now being devoted cured at short notice, Mirrors are
also carried in stock and made up as
entirely to stock and workmanship.
The show room Is done in buff desired. The new shop ls ideal for
the selection of dainty ChrlBtmus
and gray and its walls are hung with
gifts, nictures ready framed being for
handsome pictures of all descriptions, I sale or as suggestions for others. Mr.
products of Mr. Maxey’s labor. Maxey ls open evenings during the
Racks and shelves carry other pic
tures of all sizes together with many Christmas season, his regular hours
styles of swing frames. A very large being 7.30 to 5 o'clock and SaturI assortment of frames in the new and day evenings until 9.30.

The Promise of Beauty

and Performance
is Fulfilled

in the

NEW

H

ORD

CAR
See Us THIS FRIDAY
for Complete Details

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Telephone 333
Rockland

579-583 Main Street
Maine

\

-fO
Every-Other-Day

THIS WEEK
7

CLEARANCE SALE
before our big Christmas Sale which we are now getting

displayed on our counters. Bargains in every depart

ment will be found this week.

An unusual sight In Rockland har
There will be an auction party in
bor Sunday was formed by three G. A. R. hall tonight.
four-masted schooners, a, three-mas
ter and two two-masters. In the old
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
Poles have been set on the Whrren
Nor. 30—Thnmuton. Ladles' Guild of (he days this wouldn't have been con street school grounds, in readiness
Episcopal Church. Christmas sale In (he sidered a drop In the bucket, but
for the children to play basketball.
pariah room.
' Dec. 1—Country Club supper and auction times have changed sinoe Mr. Mer
chant
Marine
died.
bridge.
Mrs. Eva Taylor of South Hope
Dec. 1—Warren Rebekah fair, I. O. 0. F.
and Mrs. Helen Chapman of this
hall.
The
second
game
of
thi
city
bowl

citv have entered the employ of E.
- Dec. a— Klka sparring exhibition at Strand
ing series will be rolled at the Star B. Hastings & Co.
Theatre.
Dec. 4—Gold Rule Sunday.
alleys Thursday night. The stand
Dec. 5—Municipal elertlon.
ing at present: Recreation Alleys 5
Aurora Lodge will work the FelDec. 7—Thomaston—Annual fair at Meth
points, Star Alleys 1 point.—The lowcraft degree upon several candi
odist Church.
Dee.
7—Camden Congregational society Veteran Firemen's bowling team is dates at a special communication
Christmas sale at the ehapel.
anxious to roll a few games with Wednesday evening.
/•
Dee. 16 (7.IS p. n>.)—Opening leoture be
some local teams.
fore Woman's Kdueational Club.
Dec. 21—Flrat day of winter.
Eugene Clark who has resigned
Dee. 24—(Maine Boys Conference at Au
A membership drive ls underway from Huston-Tuttle Book Co., has
gusta.
between six teams of the Veteran gone to Boston where he will be lo
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Firemen’s Association with a hand cated for the winter.
some souvenir offered to the team
Weather This Week
Ira A. Sidelinger for many years
’Weather outlook for tttD week In returning the most members In the
North and middle Atlantic states: allotted time. The captains are Bur a clerk in H. H. Crie & Co.’s hard
A period of rain over middle Atlan leigh Nash, Kenneth Momtt, George ware store, died at his home on
tic and rain or snow ove? North At Doak, Charles Lawry, Fred Howard Union street this morning.
.
lantic states latter half, mueh cool and James Cobb.
The Knickerbocker Class will hold
er Tuesday.
Rising temperature
Two new families are now occu its regular monthly supper at the
about middle of week and probably
cold again at end.
pants of Beech street, the William Copper Kettle Friday evening at 6.30.
S. Whites In the former Cobb house All members are urged to be present
'Nell Packard has gene to North and the Kennedy Cranes In the for with their ladies.
Adams, Mass., where he will be em mer McDougall house. And Inciden
The W. C. T. U„ will meet Friday
ployed for several months by the tally adding four lively boys to a
street from whose population that afternoon at 2.30- with the 'Misses
•Hoosac Valley Lime Co.
welcome form of Junior citizenship Ada B. and Alena Young 100 North
Main street, subject “The Child’ in
Irving E. Simpson has returned had largely disappeared.
Our Midst’" Mrs. John Dunstan will
f from Massachusetts and will be at
p
107 North Main street for the winter.
The regular meeting of Edwin be the leader.
He will be employed in Cobb & Davis' Libby Relief Corps wllrbe held at
In spite of lowering skies a goodly
antique department.
G. A. R. hall Thursday evening with
nomination of officers for the coming sized audience was present at the
The restaurant known as Penobscot year as special business. Circle sup Thanksgiving vesper service given in
Orlll changed hands yesterday, having per served at 6 p. m. with Mrs. the Universalist Church Sunday
been sold by M. B. & C. O. Perry to Amanda Choate, Mrs. Carrie House, afternoon, and was well repaid by the
Daniel G. Cole. Mr. Cole has lately Mrs. Nellie McKinney and Mis. Emma high quality of the program present
ed. Cowen’s "bong of Thanksgiving"
been employed as chef at Newbert's Hall acting as housekeepers.
by the double quartet being particu
and prior to that for a long time was
larly outstanding.
night cook at Trainers Restaurant.
The Old County Fair at G. A. R.
hall
next
Monday
afternoon.
Every

Rhama Philbrick and H. R. Mullen
Mrs. G. T. Wade announces a sale of
fancy hand made articles for Christ one is invited to bring in their ex left Sunday for Hardwick. Vt., on tlie
mas gifts Thursday, Friday and Sat it bite Monday forenoon. Baby show trail of a traveling salesman who had
urday at 96 Camden St.
143-lt at 3 o deck open to all bnoies.—adv. bought a car from Sea View Garage,
and left the State without paying
fcr much more than the mud-guards.
This happened about two months
THE BROOKLINE SAVINGS BANK
ago, hut it was not until last week
that a clew to the man's whereabouts
was furnished. The local police no
tified a number of Vermont towns,
UNCLAIMED ACCOUNTS
and from the sheriff’s office in Brad
»•
ford, Vt., was finally put on the trail.
The Rockland men wlil have an op
In conformity with the requirements of General Laws, Chapter 168, Sec portunity to see the effects of the re
tion 27, •notice is hereby given tfiat the folio-wing depositors in this Bank cent flood for Hardwick is in the
have not made a deposit or withdrawn any part of their deposit or interest heart of the district where the most
thereon for a period of twenty years next preceding the 31st day of October, damage was done.

TALK OF THE TOWN

1927:

Work of remodelling the old Ar
Amount cade into an automobile display room
Lucy C. Farnsworth,
Rockland, Maine
12,255.91 goes on apace. A large door is being
cut in the southern Wall to admit
Josephine F. Rollins, trustee for Mary C. Farnsworth. Rockland, le. $2,245.93 cars more readily. Some of the nu
merous elms will be removed and
C. WILLIAM MERE,
improvements made in the lighting.
" 143Tul49
November 19, 1927.
The new owner, 8. Nilo Spear, took
............ — a 15-foot drop when a ladder went
out from under him yesterday but
characteristically landed on his toes.
It goes without saying that the lad
der didn't slip a second «ime. One
end of the structure is being par
titioned off for a repair shop where
according to ills custom Mr. Spear
will work on one or two cars only.
A far cry from the public garage
some alarmists would have operating
there. In addition it might be said
that one of the new owner’s hobbies
ls Are prevention.

Last Known Residence

Clean-Up on Toys

We

A DRIVE ON TOYS
And Clean Out Our Extensive Toy Department.
Articles Will Be

PRICED ACCORDINGLY
This Is a Rare Christmas Buying Opportunity

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
Rockland, Maine

v

All

OF

An Industrial Bowling League ls
in the process of formation with a
preliminary meeting to ,be held to
night at 7 o'clock sharp at Recreation
Alleys to elect officers and select a
night for the rolling. Enthusiasm
runs high among the team members
and a lively winter is in prospect.
Teams in line at present are: Postoffice, R. R. Lime Co., Merchants,
Caslon Press, C. M. P. Co. (two
teams), St. Clair & Allen and The
Courier-Gazette.
!

The last of the city’s awnings are
coming down this week with the ex
ception of those hardy perennials
which are kept on the job despite the
wintry blasts. The shade bringers
will be. repaired or renewed as their
condition demands at the fine new
Willow street plant of the Rockland
Awning Co., Inc., through the quiet
winter months.
The company Is
making many truck and boat covers
just now. Sails have been made or
rebuilt the past week for the smacks
Silas McLoon and Defender and the
four-sticker Harry G. Deering.
A thoroughly interested half hundred
Forty Club members listened to the
story of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bu
reau and Extension Service yester
day noon when County Agent Ralph
C. Wentworth came over from War
ren and addressed the club. Hie
sketched the history of the move
ment and his story of its activities
produced a lively open forum discussion. Charles G. Hewett, secretary of
the Chamber of Commerce, was ini
tiated according to the pleasant cus
tom of the club. The Forty Club
bowling teams will open at Recrea
tion Alleys Thursday night. Excel
lent progress was reported on the an
nual show soon to be presented at
Strand Theatre. Arthur Blackman
and C. W. Munsey were guests.

HOWARD V. RACKLIFF
Funeral services for Howard V.
Rackliff. who died last Wednesday,
after a two weeks’ illness in a marine
hospital in Norfolk, Va., were held
Sunday afternoon nt his late honie,
Berkeley street, Rev. John Duhstttn,
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
Church officiating. The flag draphd
casket with the beautiful flowers
which surrounded it, silently told of
his duties. One piece, the standard
with wreath, sent by the officers dad
men of the U. S. CL C. S., and bearing
those letters, was especially pleae- ,
ing to the bereaved ones. The re
mains were picked in the family lot
in Achorn cemetery, the bearer? (
being Edward C. Moran, Herbert •w.
Thorndike, Charles C. Tibbetts and
Albert M. Hastings, representing the
Spanish War Veterans, who attended
in a body.
Mr. Rackliff was born in South
Thomaston, March 6, 1877, son of
Cyrus and Emily (Foster) Rackliff.
He passed his school days in the
schools of that town. During the
Spanish War. he served in Chicka
mauga, enlisting in Cp. H Map 2.
189S, and receiving his discharge
Nov. 12, 1S98. He was afterward em
ployed by the government, in the
United States Geodetic Coast Survey,
and was sent to the Panama Canal,
Florida, Alaska, Washington ‘State,
Porto Rico, Virgin Islands and other
places along Jhe Atlantic Coast, the
last place being Norfolk, Va., where
he had been a little more than a year.
He belonged to Knox Lodge of 1. O.
O. F. and Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
Mr. Rackliff was married about 23
years ago to Miss Margaret Paul of
South Thomaston. It was a happy
marriage, tl\e severence of which'
coming so rfwiftly is a great blow to
Mrs. Rackliff. Of a sociable and
companionable disposition, he made
friends easily and kept them, and
his death will be felt by many friends
as well as the immediate family. Be
sides his wife and little daughter.
Virginia Snow, and his mother of
South Thomaston, to whom his loss
is Immeasureable, he leaves two sis
ters, Mrs. Nellie Waterman of Water
man's Beach, Mrs. Mabel Richardson
of Worcester, Mass., and four broth
ers, Elmer of this city, Chester of _
West Haven, Conn,, Clifford of RockporF and Archie of tWbterman's
Beach.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

of our City Government

0. GARDNER

C. 8. Maxey brought The CourierGazette an armful of dandelion blos
soms yesterday. They were picked
on the Rockport golf links and Jesse
Wentworth’s lawn. Alton E. Young
went Mr. Maxey one day better by
picking one this morning.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

TRUE STORY

PUBLIC SERVICE RECORD

Lester Beal and Howard Colberth
of Portland spent the weekend In the J
city enroute to North Haven where ■
they will do repair work at Brown's '
Head Light for tlie winter.

Odd lots and surplus stock Marked Down for quick sale

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

“Green Gables,” the well known
Camden tea room which draws such
a large patronage from Rockland has
closed until after the holidays. It re
opens Jan. 2.

of ALL REMNANTS

When Santa Comes Let Him Find You Prepared.
Will Help You. We Are To Stage

Page Three
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E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

Name of Depositor

-I

f\1

FACT ONE—The City Expenses have increased. The present ad
ministration spent $595,599.90, an increase of $71,175.04 over the
expenditure of the preceding administration.

1.

Member of State Board of Agriculture.

2.

Master of Maine State Grange ten years.

3.

Overseer of National Grange four years.

4.

Chairman of Board of State Assessors.

5.

United States Senator.

6.

Appointed Chairman International Boundary Com
mission by Democratic President Wilson.

FACT TWO—The present administration tax commitment (1926 and
1927) was $631,390.38, as compared to $607,9C0.55 of the preceding
administration (1924 and 1£25), proving taxes have been in
creased.
FACT THREE—The Highway or Public Works Department spent
$69,305.48 in 1926 and $95,956.19 in 1927, a total of $155.231.67 under
the present administration. Of this great total, only $68,436 61,
much less than half, went for permanent improvement.

Reappointed Chairman International Boundary
Commission by Republican President Harding,
after an international demand for such action.

The City of Rockland needs the services of a man of
such broad experience

VOTE FOR GARDNER FOR MAYOR!
DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE.

FACT FOUR—The City Debt increased from $419,254 in 1925 to $462,850
today, an increase of $43,596.

FACT FIVE—Ths interest on the publir. debt alrne ws $46,434.22 jnrier
the present administration; $30,175.25 under the administration
preceding.
FACT SIX—The permanent road work cannot be charg’d with a single
dollar of the increase in the city debt, as it was financed entirely by
regular appropriation and State aid.
FACT SEVEN—The new high school building accounts for only
$30,806.49 of the increase of $76,800 in outstanding bonds, and does
not account for a single dollar of the $128,000 of Temporary Loars
the City now has.
FACT EIGHT—The City today is liable for $23,794.95 in Trust Funds.
Only $12,894.95 is accounted for. A deficit of $10,900 seems to
require explanation. Instead of claiming any “surplus,” this
administration had better correct this situation.

FACT NINE—The alleged $80,000 “saving” is obvicusly a newspaper
joke. The $80,COO “saving” does not exist in greenbacks or In the
City's bank account; it is a pipe dream. Imagine claiming a
$80,000 “saving” when the City Debt has increased $43,596.00 since
the previous administration made its report.

will come Young Chase of Saco to see
FACT TEN—These facts are real facta; every figure is taken from the
if Young Ai. Wilson of Rockland is
official City Reports. These facts are not denied, for the simple
as good as he is reputed to be.
reason that they cannot be denied successfully. With these facts
In Elks Show At Strand The Profiting by his first and only de
admittedly true, upon what basis ia re-election asked?
feat two weeks ago the Rockland
atre Friday Night — Al. boy has been doing some intensive
DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE.
training and if Young Chase gets
Wilson Again.
away with Friday night’s bout he
----------- - -------------- ;--------------------------------.
j will have something to tell his
Ropkland bowlers defeated Belfast |
The fishing smack Dirigo, owned
When the Elks boxing exhibition grandchildren.
by
A. P. Haines, and commanded by
at
Recreation
Alleys
last
night
2453
(
is held Friday night the scene wiil
Sixteen minutes of hot mixture
have shifted from the old Arcade on j will be seen In the "prelims." Peck- to 2433 in a hotly contested match. ’ Capt. Ralph Clark, is lying nt tho
Roekland Motor Co. dock for repairs.
Spring street, to the stage of Strand Pr Martin of Biddeford meets Young Full score next issue.
Theatre, for the Arcade has passed Simpson of Waterville, and Battling
out of existence as a public auditor- Sukeforth of Rockland is down on
lum and its rafters will no longer the cards to meet Seattle Kid of
ring with the plaudits because some Sanford, who looked so good in the
»
body has been biffed in the snoot recent bout here.
with a five-ounce glove.
It is planned to start the show at
Johnny Scully comes back Into the 8.13 sharp.
limelight as one of the contenders in
Charlie will be there with his band.
the main bout, but this time he will
be a target for a Maine man’s blows,
Kid Ted Drew of Biddeford being
CAR STORAGE
matched agaifiet him. The profes
Those desiring to put up automo
sionals up around Boston are pretty
apt to think we are all "hicks" down
biles in dead storage for the win
this way, but if Johnny Scully shares
ter can be accommodated by C. S.
that belief he may get the surprise
HALL, 21 Ocean St. Tel. 879.
of his life.
271 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. I I 34
142*143
From the opposite side of the river
142-143

FOUR SMART BOUTS

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK

SECOND HAND FURNITURE
RANGES and PARLOR STOVES
NEWMAN & PHILBROOK

FATAL ACCIDENT
Mrs. Addle M. Smith, formerly of
Owl's Head, was fatally Injured in
Haverhill, Mass. Thanksgiving Eve
when she was .‘•truck by an automo
bile while leaving a bus. She died
in the hospital a few hours later.
Obituary deferred.

One lot of coats, 18 in number,
that have been selling from $35 to
Many farmers In the Louisiana
$45 are reduced to $25.00. Misses flood area who had previously grown |
and ladies sizes. Street floor. Ful- cotton turned to truck and vegetable
ler-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
growing when the flood subsided.
The Department of Agriculture Is
marketing experts to that
FREEDOM FROM COLDS sending
territory to assist co-operative or
ganizations of these planters in grad
Tuesday Health Talk No. 4 ing and packing products. Many of
these farmers have never grown
By Blake B. Annis, D. C.
truck crops and are unfamiliar with
the processes of marketing.
If you would have freedom from
coldr build up your resistance. It is not
MARRIED
c.dd weather, drafts, dampness or
Cline-Crockett—Wheeler's Bay, Nov. 23. hy
change of weather that is responsible Rev. J. H. Chadbourne, Ralph Cline and Mir- I
for colds; it Is ap internal weakness (am Crockett.
which makes you susceptible to these
DIED
things.
Jones—Rockland. Nov. 27, Arlene Viletta. ]
This resistance can be built up by daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Payson
having all organs, particularly the Jones, aged*8 years, 6 months, 5 days Fu- i
.eliminative, working In harmony and ncral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from L'nlversa- ,
Church.
*
|
efficiency. This means increased listLurvej
—Rockland, Nov. 29, Mary E., wlfo
supply of vital energy through the of Fred I. Lurvey, aged 57 years, 6 months, I
,•
I
nerves by removal of spinal irrita 23 days.
Smith—Cushing, Xov. 28. Merrill O. Smith,
tion on those nerves.
aged 73 years. 1 month, 16 days. Funeral
By my Chiropractic Health Method Thursday at 2 o’clock.
Babbidgc—Worcester, Mass., Nov. 24, Han
I correct diseases of the eyes, ears,
(Bray) widow of Roscoe G. Bahtiidge.
nose, throat, lungs, heart, stomach, nah
aged 84 years. Burial in Vkialhaven.
kidneys, liver, bowels and lower
Smith—Haverhill, Mass. Nov. 23, Mrs.
Addle M. Smith, formerly of Owl's Head,
organs.
Ask for the A. C. H. S. Booklet by aged 65 years.
telephoning 1163, or by postcard to
CARD OF THANKS
the address below. DR. BLAKE B.
We wish to thank the friends and neighbors
ANNIS, 7 Granite street. By Ap for their kind assistance and sympathy ex
us In our recent sorrow.
pointment. Lady In Attendance.— tended
Horace F. Sawyer. Guy Sawyer. Llnnie
adv.
Sawyer Winslow, Marguerite Sawyer Smalt. *

I Natural Pony, size 34,
$215.00
1 Brown Tomboy style Pony,
size 34,
225.00
2 Black Pony’s, size 36,
195.00
that are going out of town are
often not at hand (in the aroaer

»One reel of Dresses reduced to close at $8.50

your need* or if you prefer we
will do them up, gratia of course.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

SIMONTON
Thanksgiving day while somewhat
cold and raw was comparatively mild
for the time of year.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Math
ews. incolnvllle on Thanksgiving
duy.
Frank Rolllr-s enjoyed Thanksgiv
ing dinner with his children, Mr. and
Mrs. Gershom lAdlins and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Magune and family in
Rockland.
R. W. Buzzell with his mother Mrs.
Sara Buzzell. Mrs. Annie Dean and
Mrs. Nancy Tribou motored to Ban
gor Thursday where thev were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Walmsley.
A barn belonging to M. L. Keene
on the old L’pham place was burned
Thursday night.
Mrs. Georgia ilmonton was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Went
worth in Rockport over Thanksgiving
Day.
'School closed Wednesday afternoon
for the Thanksgiving recess. The
pupils under the direction of the
teacher Miss Lucy Marsh rendered
the following program:

MOTHER!
Look at Child’s Tongue if Sick,
Cross, Feverish
••• •*« ewe

Otker-Day
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ewe

«•• •••

Ixjok at the tQngue, mother ! It
coated, it is a sure sign that your litt e
one’s stomach, liver and bowels need
n gentle, thorough cleansing at once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pa'e.
doesn’t sleep, doesn't eat or act natu
rally. or is feverish, stomach sour,
breath had. lias stomach-ache sore
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of •’California F.g Syrup.”
nnd in a few hours all the foul, con
stipated waste, undigested food and
sour bile gently moves out of the little
bowels without griping, and you have
a well, playful child again.
You needn't coax sick children to
take this harmless, ‘fruity laxative:”
they love its delicious taste, and it al
ways makes them fee! splendid.
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
“California Fig Syrup.” which has di
rections for babies, children of all
nges and for grown-ups plainly on the
hottie. Beware of counterfeits sold

here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that tt is made by the "Callfornia Fig Syrup Company.” Refuse
any other kind with contempt.

PLEASANT POINT

NORTH HAVEN

ilr. and Mrs. F. A. Flinton enterC S Staples is in Boston for sur
taxed the following guests Sunday: gical treatment
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman McFarland, Mias
Cards have been received from the
Kila McFarland. Mr. and Mrs. Delmar
G. perry family announcing their
Little, Minot Little and Miss Ava safe arrival in Florida.
Little, all of New Harbor.
Miss Eida Lermond. Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Evilo Creamer and son Gerald Nichols and daughter Ruth spent the
of Thomaston are pa-ssing a few days holiday with Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Ler
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. mond.
Thomas Stone.
Mrs. Emma Stone is in Rockland
A number of Thomaston young men for a few months.
chaperoned by Al. Carle went rabbit
Miss Marie Buzzen of the High
hunting Friday on Gay’s Island. Henry School force was away for the
was high line and ls supplying the Thanksgiving recess.
Thomaston markets this week.
,
Mis. Marietta Stone plans to
Miss Belle Orne of Portland, Miss leave this week to spend the winter
Marion Orne of Thomaston and R. B. months in Rockland.
Fillmore of Hollis passed the holi- , Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury are receivday with Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne. , Ing congratulations on tthe birth of
Our last week's items state that 9 son, Nov. 23.
Mrs. Riley Davis received nearly 190 1 At the library parlors next Saturpostcards during her stay in Port- day evening our new pastor Rev. H.
land State Street Hospital. In fact F. Huse will speak on the work of
Mrs. Davis received 131 letters and the R<?d Cross. Mr. Huse has had
cards.
wide personal experience in this
Capt. and Mrs. Jahn Malonev and work and it is hoped there will be a
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of Thom- lar«e gathering at this tire first meetaston visited Thursday evening with *ns °* ’he literary club.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
» • • »
The Pleasant Point Improvement
Mrs. Hannah Babbidge
Society gave .another good entertain>b., Hannah Babbidge. 89, wife
ment last Friday evening. Beside
jate Qapt Roscoe G. Babbidge
the usual program of readings, reel- dled in Worcester, Mass.. Xov. 25.
tations, stories and singing, there Roth Capt. and IMrs. Babbidge were
were two dialogues.
Matrimonial for many years beloved residents of
Sweets by Miss Alice Seavey. and this town where they conducted a
Mrs. Fannie Davis, and “Clothes Line general store, and Mrs. Babbidge was
Gossip” by Mrs. Seavey, Mra. Davis for a long time at the head of the
and Mrs Grace Maloney. Mrs. Thur- pulpit Harbor postofflee. The interlow's ice cream was served. The net ment was at Vinalhaven. the town of
receipts were $6.40.
her birth. Of seven children four
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Coombs and survive. Mrs. Lewis McDonald. Mrs.
Miss Marion Coombs spent Thanks- Edward Martin with whom the
giving Day with Mr. and Mrs. Byron mother made her home. Sanford
Davis in Glenmere.
Babbidge and Grover Babbidge. beMrs. Josephine Kiuman has re- sd’.es several grandchildren to all of
turned from a visit with her daugh- whom, deep sympathy is extended.
ter in Portland.
---------------------Henry Tee! of Teel’s Island was
It’s easy for a woman to underThanksgiving Day guest at«D. L. Ma- stand why a man doesn’t understand
loney’s. •
' her.

Flag Salute .............................................. School
Tlie First Thanksgiving .... Harold F ench
Xcven.her 1621 .............................. Levi 'Morton
Gratitude .......................................... John Annts
A Day of Cheer ....................... Walter Bryant
Their Secret ................................ Walter Annis
Bong—The Frightened Pumpkin ..................
.... Catherine Annis, Catherine Simonton
The Pilgrims .................
Donald Simonton
Thanksgiving Day
Catherine Simonton
My Favorite Holiday .... Catherine Simonton
Bong—The Mayflower .........................................
Martha Butler. Harold Fiench. Levi Morton.
Donald Simonton
November Vision .........................Harold French
Thanksgiving Acrostic .......................... School
Pilgrim Ways ...................... Catherine Annis
Thanksgiving Thought .......... Martha Butler
Thanksgiving .............................. Helen Olppa
Song of Praise ...................................... School

Refreshments were served.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Arthur Norton is very 111 at
her home here and Dr. Hodgkins of
Thomaston is in attendance. Mrs.
Miriam Sellers is staying with her.
Miss Helen Sleeper came home
f.om Bridgewater Normal School
Wednesday night and returned Sat
urday making the trip by auto with
A. C. Ricker of Malden, who visited
hls niece Mrs. Albert Davis.
Mrs. James Mitchell went to Port
land to spend the holiday with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Lester.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bassick enter
tained his liarents Mr. am, Mrs. Milton Bassick Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. C. L. Sleeper entertains the
Outing Club at her home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Norton were
Thanksgiving Day guests of her
mother Mrs. Linscott in Rockland .
The church fair proved the usual
success and 390 was taken.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Clements of
Everett, Mass., arrived here by auto
Wednesday night to pass the holiday
wtth her mother Mrs. L. G. Coombs.
The following were also entertained
by Mrs. Coombs at dinner Thurs
day: Mr. and Mrs. Clements. Mr. and
Mrs. Z. Simmons, Mrs. Lizzie Babb.
Mrs. Floribel Alien and Mrs. Harold
Coombs.
Mrs. Harvey Crowley entertaiend a
family party of eight at dinner
Thursday.
{Wednesday night Miriam Crockett
and Ralph Cline were united in mar
riage at the home of Rev. J. H.
Chadbourne at Wheeler's Bay.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Retnemoer that
you can buy coplea of The Courier-Gazette
with the home news, at Hoialiog'a News
Agency, Broadway and 43 Bt.

Just to Inform Y ou
Trust Ccmpany resources in Maine total $163,625,212. as compared

with $152805,321, last year, aeccrding to the 25th annual edition of
“Trust Companies of the United States," for 1927, just issued by the
United States Mortgage & Trust Company of New York.

Combined resources of tho 2731 trust companies of ths country

reporting as of June 30t!i, the date of compilation were $23,481000,000,
a gain of $1,145,000,000, over the previous year.

Deposits were in

excess of $16,£00,COO,000, against $15,900,000,000, in 1926.

Security Trust Company
RESOURCES

Nov. 1925, $4,022,472.69

Nov. 1926,

$4,336,739.21

UNION

I TOWED THE MARAVAL

i
The American Legion Auxiliary
held its installation last Tuesday ,
evening. Officers were installed by
Department President Mrs. Anne
Snow assisted hy Past President
Mrs. Susie Lamb of Winslow-Hol
brook Post. The American Legion
was invited, also several visitors from
Rockiand. among them State Com
mander Basil Stinson. Mrs. Snow
gj.ve a very interesting talk on her
Paris trip. There were also interest
ing remarks hy Legion visitors. A
very pleasant evening was passed.
Lunch was served to which a'.l did
ample justice. It is hoped the visi
tors will come again in the near fu
ture.
Ed. Alden and Wilbur Abbott have
returned from a moose hunting trip.
The quarry was shut down Wed
nesday night for the remainder ot
the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe enter
tained her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Abner Griffin Thanksgiving Day.
Walter Feyler of Waldoboro vis
ited his mother, Mrs. Eva Robbins
recently.
Mrs. Linda Davis received a nice
turkey for her Thanksgiving dinner
from her son Clyde Davis who is
working in New Hampshire.
N. H. Cole who has had charge of
the Black & Gay canning factory
here for several years, has been crit
ically ill with ptomaine poisoning.
He was striken at Brooks but has
become able to be moved to his
home, 86 Park avenue, Portland, and
although still very weak is doing us
well as could be expected He has
many friends here who will be sorry
ta know of his illness.
Mrs. Bertha Bryant entertained a
company of friends Thanksgiving
Day which included Mr. and Mrs. F.
C. Flint of Rockland, Mr. and Mt>.
Charles Burgess, Rev. and Mrs. E
Ufford and Mrs. Ethel Griffin of
Union. A very enjoyable day was
passed
The November Farm Bureau meet
ing was held Nov. 22 at Masonic
Tintple, subject. "Christmas Sugges
tions." A box of suggestions sent
by the county demonstrator was ex
amined. also several articles brought
by members. A balanced dinner was
served by committee Lizzie Hawes
and Ada Merriam. The next meet
ing is to be a joint meeting of the
Men’s farm bureau and will be held
at Grange hall, date announced later.
Mrs. Lura Miller went to Augusta
Thursday to attend the reception at
hec son’s William Miller.
Ella Storer attended the prayer
meeting at the hotne of Mary Ware
Thursday evening.
Freddie Merrifield went to Appleton Sunday.

Capt. Earle Starrett Gives
Sequel To “An Interrupt
ed Voyage.”

In recent issues of this paper ap
peared an article front the pen of
Albert T. Gould headed "An Inter
rupted Voyage." which told of the
SI.naval's cruise to Nova Scotia and
the disaster which overtook the craft
upon its arrival there. A sequel to
Mr. Gould’s splendidly written ar- |
tide is the following account of the |
Sfaravsls return to Thomaston as
told by Capt. Earle A. Starrett of
the Steamer Gov. Douglas which j
towed the craft from Nova Scotia. 1
• • » «
We left Thomaston at 6 p m. ,
Thursday, Oct. 6. but only went as
far as Port Clyde where we stayed
that night, this being on account of
the true sailor's superstition regard
ing Friday. Friday morning at 5
o'clock we started for Bass Harbor,
arriving there about 4 o clock in the
afternoon, after having some fog and
rain.
Saturday morning I left again at
daybreak, and it being still overcast
and blowing I thought Jonesport
would be as far as we would go that
day. We tied up at Jonesport for
about two hours and the weather
cleared considerably so that 1 left
fo- Westport, Rriar Island, arriving
there about 8 o’clock. This was my
first experierce with the tides in the
Bay of Fundy and 1 was quite sur
prised to find tide running both ways
in the same passage.
Sunday morning we left Briar Isl
and at daybreak for Barrington via
Schooner Passage.
While going
through this passage with a fair tide,
my Wheel rope parted, but fortu
nately we were able to handle the
tiller by hand and we got through
O. K. We tied up at the Ferry
Wharf in Barrington. We were held
up there 12 hours on account of se
vere easterly. Monday we started
for Liverpool where we spent the
night.
Here I met the Canadian
cutter that picked up the Maravai
and had quite a dhat with one of the
officers.
We arrived at Halifax
Tuesday afternoon. I. of, course, did
not know at what wharf the Maravai
was. so sailed up the Bay until 1
found a good berth and tied up. You
can imagine my surprise when I
saw the Maravai directly ahead of
me.
I found Mr. Rood and told him
what I was after, also asked him for
tiie piece of hawser which I under
stood was supposed to be on th<
Maravai. This I found to be a very
short, small line and as the Maravai
was tied to the wharf with her an
chor chains, I decided to make some
VINALHAVEN
Alumni Notes, showing where some lines for her and use the coil of new
of the students, class of ‘27, Vinal five-inch which Mr. Morse loaned
haven High School are located: me for the trip as a hawser. The
Gertrude Vinal is a student at Gor next day we spent in getting anchor
ham Normal School; Charles Libby and windlass in working condition.
in Boston in business; Howard I did not like the idea of making a
Coombs, in Rockland, employed by bridle out of all the anchor chain,
the Cement Company; Paul,Nelson, S. it being too unhandy to get at
Pierce’s store, Boston; Kllton should I need it in a hurry, so I cut
Smith, student at Northeastern Uni off a piece of it, enough to make a
versity and New England Conserva short bridle, and had a big link
tory of Music: Elizabeth Smith, stu made into it at the machine shop. I
ran this through t^ie chain pipes
dent at Rockland Business College;.,,.
. , .x.
u
u , .
, . , . in a nPortland
, J. 1.he , rest
chain I put
truiita Mills, _
employed
. ..of the
. , anchor
, ,
rtenartmAn,
x-.r-.T' back ln the chain locker, keeping one
department store; Edith Nickerson,
end fast to the anchor all of the time,
in Hartford. Conn.; Lucy Conway, in
which I found later was very con
New York City; Helen Arey, in town.
venient.
The following students who were
We did not leave Halifax until
home for the holiday, returned Sat Saturday as it stormed for three
urday to resume their studies: Doro days. We made Liverpool our first
thy Cassie, Flavilla Arey, Ethel night out; Barrington the next night.
Young. Priscilla Smith, Farmington Coming through Barrington Passage
Normal; Glennis Coombs, Gorham anu through Schooner Passage it
Normal.
iwas necessary to put a man aboard
Mrs. Lora Hardison and daughter toJsteer the Maravai but outside we
Louise Hardison returned Saturday' hjfced her wheel and she .followed
from Scarboro.
nicely, particularly when towing on
Mrs. Cora E. Kittredge of, Rock the whole hundred fathoms.
land spent Thanksgiving and the
Our first encounter with head
weekend as guest of relatives in winds was off Yarmouth We seemed
Vinalhaven.
to be making good time, but it being
'Herbert Sanborn was the guest of so rough the hawser was snapping
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. San out of the water I decided to go into
born, over the holiday.
Yarmouth. The next morning we
Mr. and Mrs. Wlalker Fifleld of left Yarmouth at the beginning of
Rockland spent Thanksgiving Day the flood tide and made Westport in
with Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld.
four hours, just getting nicely tied
Mrs. Charles Chilles arrived Sat up when a strong northeast wind
urday from Portland. She wil] close started. We were tied up here seven
her home here and return to that -days. Every day it blew a gale in
city and with Mr. Chilles will pass one direction or another.
the winter months there.
Last Monday morning at 4 o’clock
Mrs. Effie Davis was hostess to the it was overcast find raining a little
Star Club Wednesday. A bounteous but no wind. I decided that I would
Thanksgiving dinner and all the fix make a run for North Head, Grand
in's was served.
Manan. We left with a fair tide
Doris Hopkins, a Vinalhaven girl, and got to North Head evidently at
spent the holiday at her aunt's home high water. As it cleared consider
in Keene, N. H., with Tex Cole of ably I did not stop, but went arour.d
the island and fell in with an ebb
Dartmouth College as her guest.
Mrs. Vernard Warren has returned tide, which helped us along in fine
from Stonington where she has been style to Jonesport. Here we an
chored for the -night. From Jones
for the past week.
Rev. Benjamin Erving preached at port we made Rcckland and the next
Union Church Sunday morning and day, as you already know, we came
evening. Special music by the choir to Thomaston. I think the trip from
with Mrs. Marguerite Young Pierce Rockland to Thomaston was rougher
than any other part of the voylge
at the organ.
I am very gtad to have had the
A. G. Johnson who has been at
Knox Hospital for several weeks, re rhance to tow the Maravai back as
it has been a wonderful experience
turned home Wednesday.
Union Church choir rehearsal was tor me—something that I will always
held at the vestry Friday evening. remember.
Lunch was served by Mrs. Fred
Greenlaw.
Mrs. Mary Cassie is spending the
winter in Worcester, Mass.
William Kessell of New York is
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Eliza
beth Kessell.
Miss Helen York of The CourierGazette staff, Rockland, spent the
weekend in town as guest of Miss E.
F. Roberts and Miss Elizabeth Wiederhold, at Bridgeside. Miss York's
visit was the renewal of an acquaint
anceship formed several years ago
when the three ladies were in Port
land and the time was very happily
passed, the Vinalhaven friends prov
ing themselves ideal entertainers.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Llmb
4-A tree
7-Jests
9-Part of body
11- Plural of “I”
12-Vie with
14-Part of verb “to bt
16-lnstrument for
piercing
18- A ship’s beat
19- Measure of 100
square meters
20-Turn to the right,
said of draftanimals
21- Wand
23- Aqueous vapor
24- Toil
26-Well known
28- Solemn promise
29- Covered wagon
30- Defamatlon of
character
32-Warehouse
34- 20 hundredweight
35- Pertaining tc a
king
37-To weary

Whether building or re
modeling, think oi firesafety. Use SHEETROCK,
the fireproof wallboard.
Stops fire where it starts.

Ml

MM

49

36

37

MO

M3

33

•

3b

3b

34

VERTICAL (Cont.)
; HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
17-Departlng from
39- False hair
40- To peruse carefully 19-Grandiform
21-Shelter of twining
41- Expire
plants
42- Upon
43-V/ho is called Father 22-Tale or romance
1
of English poetry? 25-Cut short
27-Strike lightly
,47-Near to
30- Part of body
48-Small wooden
between lower rib
cylinder
and hip-bone (pl.)
50-To elude
52- To dip in a liquid ' 31- Restricted to a
particular place
53- Extreme limit
32- Move merrily
VERTICAL
33- Diatinct portion of
1- Behold
people
2- Pieco out
34- -One and one
J-Jewel
36-Pronoun
4- Consume
38-Solution
5- Falsehood
6- Abbreviation for a 43- Sound uttered by
doves
written paper
7- P. jcious stone
44-To leap over
8- Sweet substance
45- Evening
9- Vehicle
46- Moved swiftly
10- Exhausted
49-Afterthought to a
11- Humorous fellow
letter (abbr.)
13-Past tense of “ligbt'
51-Mlnlater’e degree
15-Unite with needle
(abbr.)
and thread

Solution to Previous Puzzle
THE CIRCUS DWARF STORIES

AIR
Joe Henry earns his way into the
circus by carrying water and doing
errands for the circus folks. Before
the performance begins he chances
upon a dwarf who entertains him at
first with fanciful stories, and luter
with stories which he claims the
various animals have told him about
their former homes and the way in
which they were induced or forced
to join the circus. These stories
are instructive and interesting inas
much as they give Joe Henry an in
sight at the Wily animals live, and
they are so true to life that one can
not doubt that if animals could talk,
their stories would correspond very
nearly to those the dwarf told of
them. Several other short stories
follow, which seem to have no con
nection with either the dwarf or Joe
Henry, hut whicli seem intended to
point a moral or to teach children
kindness to animals as well as to
each other.
Written by Evaleen Stein and
Published by L.
Page & Co., Bos
ton.
ERLING THE BOLD
A tale of ancient Norsemen, giv
ing an account of tlieir customs,
their wars, their gods, and introduc
ing many strange words unfamiliar
to readers of the present day.
We learn liere that vikings were
not really kings, and that when one
desired to possess more lands the
usual way was to go and take them,
killing, plundering and burning all
along the way Many accounts of
fights are given, making a bloody
record of events, and we find our
selves wondering with Hilda why Er
ling the Bold seemed to love battle
and deatli even while proclaiming
himself a peace lover Written by
R. M. Balllantyne and published by
L. C. Page & Co., Boston.

CHATTERBOX FOR 1928
Besides many short stories, bits of
verse and interesting items of infor
mation. the 1928 number of the fa
mous Chatterbox carries throughout
its pages a continued story, enjoy
able by both old and young, entitled
The Dim Ited Dawn,” by Mrs. Ho
bart Hanyiden. The book is pro
fusely illustrated, the colored illus
trations being particularly fine.
Published by L. C. Page & Co..
Boston.

OUR LITTLE LAPP COUSIN
Sarri and Inga are little Lapp
children who with their mother,
Maja Lisa, are among the principal
characters of the story, which, while
apparently dealing with this family
particularly, yet gives us an insight
into the family life of Lapps In gen
eral, at the same time teaching read
ers many entertaining facts about
the climate, the animals and the
vegetation of far-off Lapland.
Written by Anna B. Sloane, and
published by L. C. Page & Co., Boston.
SHIP
US

LIVE POULTRY ‘~D

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

COMPOUND

15

29

With water over the running board
part of the way, Mrs. Lura Merrill
with her son Ralph and his wife
made the trip through the flooded
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
districts in New Hampshire and Bad Cold Loft Her
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt.
Boston. Mass
Massachusetts on their way to Glenn
During Sermon!
Falls. N. Y. -Several limes they were
obliged to turn back on account of
To awake with a cold and he rid of
bridges being down or under ten feet
or so of water. For this reason they ; it by. noon—would you like to know
travelled about 250 extra miles, but how to do.it? You don’t have to dose
leached their destination in safety, yourself with strong drugs. Just take
it was a very unpleasant experience. a plain white, pleasant-tasting tablet.
Since 1840 this firm hat
The Smiley family were more for | Pape’s Cold Compound is such a
faithfully tervsd ths fami
tunate and had a pleissant trip to simple thing to use, it doesn’t seem
lies of Knox County.
their winter home in Allendale, N. J., ’ pdssible that it can knock a cold out
Lady Attendant
where they are now located until i completely in a few hours. But it
. does ! And there isn’t a single after
Tel. Day 450s Night, 781-1
spring.
Mrs. David Haskell has returned effect on heart, head, or stomach. It
AMBULANCE SERVICE
front Portland where she went ’for a . is sold by every druggist for only 35c.
nasal surgical operation. She is in
better health and spirits and there
i
ROCKLANO. ME.
is reason for hope that future opera
tions will not be necessary
COLD

PAPE’S
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EGGS
For the quickest and most efficient
service and best results. TRY US
Reference Federal National Bank,
Quotations and tags on request.

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

Nov.1927, $4,816,909.69

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-frORD PUZZLE

BURPEE’S

]

Insulates, too. Decorates
perfectly. No need for
paneling—joints are con
cealed. Strong and endur
ing. Stophereandexamine
a sheet, or telephone—

W. H. Glover & Co.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
hocxiand
Tel. 14

CUARDIAN MEMORIALS
of Everlasting Ttcaubj
iKtghtrft Title Uftl

W. E. Dornan & Son
East Union, Ms.
Dealers

id—

Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly

and Maine Gray Granites, Ver

mont Marbles.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
D E
R A
5S
i T

tflXfokevery grave,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

tit’ll, TUPXTlOftAl ...ai-Air

TWO HOMES
MAOEHAPPT
ByWomen Who Used Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound
“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and I think lt
is the most wonderful medicine
I ever tried," la
the statement
mede by Mrs.
Goldie Shoup of
St. Joseph, Illi
nois.
She de
clares that after
taking the Com
pound she is in
better health
than before.
_______ _______
Mrs. J. Storms
of 29 Lane Street, Paterson, N. J.,
writes: “I can not speak too highly
of your medicine and I recommend
lt to all my friends."
These statements were taken from
two enthusiastic letters which tell
of the help that has been received
from using the Vegetable Compound.
Both Mn. Shoup and Mrs. Storms
were in a run-down condition which
caused them much unhappiness.
When women are suffering from
lack of strength and from weakness,
their own life and that of their fam
ily is affected. When they feel well
and strong and are able to do their
housework easily, happy homea are
the result.
Are yoq on the Sunlit Road to
Better Health?

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials
PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
’OS Pleasant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

Cell 170

People’s Laundry

Augusta, |7.45 a. in., f2.20 p. m., {2.30 p. tn.,
ffl.25 p. m.
Bangor, f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
t6.25 p. m
Boston, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., {2.30 p. m.,
|6.25 p. in.
Brunswick, f7.45 a. m., |2.20p. m., {2.30 p.m.,
|6.25 p. m.
Lewiston, |7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m. {2.30 p. m.,
New York, |2.20 p. m., $2.30 p. m.
Portland, 17.45 a. m., f2.20 p. nr, §2.30 p. m.,
|6.25 p. nr
Waterville, f7.45 a. nr, |2.20p. m., §2.30 p.
16.25 p. nr
Woolwich, |7.45 a. m , f2.20 p. nl., §2.30 p. m.,
t«L25 p. m.
t Duily, except Sunday.
{ Sunday only.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to rhangc Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22, 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6 30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Announces opening of office in
Odd Fellowe Block, Opp. Postoffice
Tel. 470
Room 5-8-7

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate af Kirksville School of
' Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANI

DR. E.L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L, McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tel. 138
35 Limeroek St.
Rockland
Graduate of American Schoot of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rbckland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
Evenings by Appointment

17 Limereck Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
i Dry.
Finish Flat Work. Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
1 Shirts, Collars.
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Tslaphona

Cenneetion

Gilchrest
Monumental Workr
Main

8trsat

Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC

MEMORIAL*

Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Court Houae

{

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Jf:

r '
t*

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 29, 1927.

That Brought
Peaceof Mind!
Corrects the Chemistry that
Make One’s Pore* Offend

FRIENDSHIP

INTERESTING VISIT

Young Fernando Philbrick,
84, Interviews James Mc
Carter, 99.

MARTINSVILLE

Your Christ
mas Tree

Miss Eleanor Lash has returned
J. W. Hupper and daughter Lillias |
from the State Street Hospital, Port
entertained a company of friends at
land, where she recently underwent
the Knox House Thanksgiving Day
an operation for appendicitis.
including Mr. and Mrs. William Har
Many of the townsfolks journeyed
ris, Mrs. Rose Hupper, Mrs. Joel
Will stand firm and will not
to South Waldoboro Friday to see
Hupper and daughter Marjorie, Mi-s
the bull moose shot there by Elden
wobble if you use the
Margaret Harris and Adelbert Sim
Borneman.
The moose weighed
mons. A most excellent dinner was
around 1000 pounds.
served. In the afternoon they all at
Miss Muriel Hooper of Rockland
tended the movies afterward return
visited Rev. and Mrs. Lester Spencer
ing to Mr. Hupper's home where tea
recently.
was served and a very enjoyable eve
Dr. and Mrs. W. si. Hahn were in
ning followed.
Portland Friday.
Supports any size tree—it cannot
Nelson Gardner has a new Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Louville Pottle of
truck.
Thmoaston passed Thanksgiving Day tip. The most practical holder on
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper of
the market.
Thomaston passed Thanksgiving Day
South Portland arrived Wednesday,
Evangelistic meetings are being
called here by the Illness of his
held at the Adventist Church every
Price 50 Cents
mother, Mrs. Joseph Hooper.
night except Saturday Until Dec. II.
By
mail
10
cents
extra
Edward Chaples has a ww rabbit
The services are in charge of the
dog.
pastor, Re.v. Lester Spencer and Rev.
Order early while stock Is complete
Miss ElizaMeth (Harris who has
E. H. Timberlake of Auhurn—n busi
been confined to her home with an
ness man and Evangelist. There will
be specialdnusic.
infected throat is much improved and
Mrs. Nellie Wotton Brazier re
able to resume her teaching.
turned to her home in Danvers, Mass.,
Miss Marjorie Hupper has returned
Sunday after passing the holiday and
to New York, having made an ex
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
tensive visit with her mother, Mrs.
69 Year* a Seed Stare
Mrs. A. E. W’otton.
Joel Hupper at Bingo Farm.
Myron Hahn of Rockland visited
S. T. Lowe is employed by Harold
PORTLAND, MAINE
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn recently.
Hupper.
143&146
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons have
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Jones enter
returned to their home here after
tained dinner guests Thanksgiving
spending the summer and fall months
Day.
at Georges Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Colson of Cam
Winchenbaugh
of
Cushing
and
Miss
den visited Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gard-'
Friends of Capt. Josiah Poland will
Ellen
Thompson
of
Rockland.
be sorry to hear that he is ill and
ner Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton of
in a Portland hospital. He is re
I Mr. and Mrs. David Ervine enter-'
Rockland
visited
relatives
in
town
ported as resting very comfortably.
tained Master William R. Gordon of
Sunday.
Mrs. Elmer Osier and son Theo
Port Clyde Thanksgiving Day.
Miss Lura Morse of Thomaston re!
dore of New Harbor are visiting Mrs.
Mrs. Joel Hupper has closed the
to resume her
Osier’s mother, Mrs. Josiah Poland. turned here. Sunday
.
...
,
■ Bingo Farm and gone to Hampden
dut.es
as
teacher
of
the
primary
Hlghlands
where shg w ill pass the
Henry E. Carter of Loudville visit
ed his sister, Mrs. Syrena A. Benson school.
winter with her sister, Mrs. Alice
Saturday. Mr. Carter plans to leave
Hodgdon.
l|
soon for Natick, Mass., to spend the
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Lowe were Sat
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
winter with his son, Carl B. Carter.
urday visitors on their daughter, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Ferd Morse enter Harold Hupper.
W. A. Morse, the Friendship boat
builder, launched a 75 foot boat Sat tained a dinner party on Thanksgiv
Cecil Andrews motored to Coop
urday named Virginia R. She was ing Day.
er's Mills recently.
;
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Snell of
built for Capt. Cleveland Burns, Lew
J. Wallace, Dr. W. H. Hahn and I^es- Kennebunkport spent the holiday with
GREEN’S ISLAND
lie Burns and named for the captain’s Mrs. Snell’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Simmons nnd little son J
daughter. She is equipped with an Irvin Milan at the Lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mercer spent of Thomaston came last Wednesday
oil burning engine and Is to be used
for scallop and flounder fishing. It Thanksgiving with relatives in Bucks- i to visit Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim’
| mons at the lobster pound. Harold
will seem good to have a real Ashing port.
Myr an Sprague and Bernice Smith ; Simmons arrived Thanksgiving Day,
h-at making its home port in Frlendt
ship once more. The Virginia R. ex were home from Rockland for the returning home Friday, Mrs. 81mpects to make her maiden voyage weekend, and Malon Holmes and mons and little son remaining until
the first of the New Year. Good luck Ralph Grant from Bucksport Semi- | Saturdaj- morning. The family gathnary.
’ ering was a very pleasant occasion.
to her.
William Wells returned to Saddle
Cleveland Trask has Merton BlckMrs. Crosby Prior is at Knox
Back Light Station last Monday.
pital, Rockland, where she Is receiv more's radio for the winter.
Andrew Bennett came from Saddle
Harry Tinker and family have reing treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Murphy and j cently moved to New Hampshire for Back last Wednesday and left Thurs
day for his home at Southwest Harson Carlton have returned to Vine- the winter.
yard Haven. Mass., after spending the! Herbert Joyce has been in Portland bor for a 16 days' leave of absence
holiday weekend here with relatives. j where he received treatments that he with his family.
Among those who passed the holi- is hoping will prove beneficial in free- f The telephone cable has been re
day here with their families were ing him from rheumatism with which paired and Saddle Back Light StaMaurice Hall, Albert Collamore and he has been troubled considerably tion is once more ln communication
Byron Burns of Portland, Miss Grace of late years.
■ with the outside world.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Yes, I have been visiting, but not
Do you know why thousands of people
who never have to take a laxative, do to foreign shores, this time, nor very
distant places. On Monday last I
eat a candy cascaret now and then?
They have found that cascara visited that wonderful old man,
sweetens the whole system—brings an James McCarter of Cushing, who is
immaculacy of person that means ev 99 years and some months old. Why
erything. It prevents bodily chemistry I was, and am interested in him, is
because he was a member of the
from ever making one unconsciously
same regiment and company in
offensive to others. And what a perfect
which I served in the Civil War. I
regulator of the bowels !
did not know where he lived until
Salts affect the lining of the bowels.
quite recently, ar.d it has been many
Mineral oils leave a coating that the years since I saw him.
blood must carry off through the pores.
I found him yet able to walk about
How much better to cascarize the sys
the house, and his memory is keen
tem, and cause the bowels to expel and clear in relating to the war and
everything by normal muscular con-i“™
traction! To say nothing of the cleaner, tlme wg were qu,te lntlmate trlends
sweeter condition that lasts for days— and comrades.
’ a wholesome condition that makes the
“IT WAS YEARS before I knew the
iHe tells me he was not a member
one best way to conquer sluggishness. use of deodorants quite unnecessary In of the first "Forlorn Hope" that I
Now, I can do so with the comfortable January or July! Men and women took part in as a volunteer at Port
feeling that I’m removing all taint to whose years have brought on sluggish Hudson, La., as he was detailed for
trspiration, too. That’s the big virtue ness often find that a cascaret only picket duty that day, but was in ail
once a week is all the tonic they needed. the other engagements. In one of
see in the candy laxative—
Cascara is splendid for children, too, these fights, a fragment of shell
and they love the taste of this candy struck him squarely on hls rolled up
laxative which every drugstore has for blanket, directly over his heart,
10c and 25c.
knocking him backward, some feet.
His comrades left him for dead and
hardly halted. Jimmy was not dead,
WARREN
ROCKPORT
but hls breath was knocked out. As
The family of S. F. Haskell all of
Mrs. Linthel Dane will entertain soon as he found out he was not dead
whom have been confined to their the Twentieth Century Club at the he picked himself up and ran forward
home hy illness the past month were home of Miss Marlon Weidman Fri a> d took his place in the ranks.
That night. In camp, he unrolled hls
permitted to go out of doors again day.
Saturday.
Miss Mildred Graffam who has blanket and that piece of shell
Mrs. Nelson E. Moore is recovering been teaching in Bethel ls the guest dropped out and we saw lt. It had
of her sister Mrs. Kenneth Daucett torn its way through four or five
from an attack of bronchitis.
thicknesses, ind there lodged, but
The Rebekahs will hold their an during the holiday recess.
Miss Ruth Blaisdell of East Or- Jimmy says It Jarred him some. We
nual fair next Thursday afternoon
public supper will be served from tand was the guest of her aunt Mrs. did not doubt it, as it must have
weighed nearly a pound, and was go
to 7.80 o'clock. The date of their Arthur Berry last week.
The Inspection of the Fred A. Nor ing some, when it hit him.
play has been set ahead to Dec. 15
At another time he "got left."
anti the title changed to "Eetter Than wood Relief Corps will be held Wed
nesday evening Nov. 30. A baked Millie on the march, when in the
GoldParker Spear who Is attending bean supper will be served at B.JO. vicinity of the enemy, the marching
University of Maine spent the week All members not solicited are re column kept the road and threw out
a Rkirmish line each way into the
end with hls parents Mr. and Mrs. quested to bring pastry.
(William Baker who has been a woods, Jimmy was on the extreme
Clifford Spear.
Charles Libbj' hns been employed guest at Capt. George Lane's has re outer end of the line. IWlhen the
skirmishers were called in, they
ns teamster for C. A. Webb the past turned to Edgecomh.
Mrs. Lillian Perkins of Waldo
failed io call Jimmy and he went
week.
Miss Alice Walter was the guest of 'he guest of her daughter Mrs. W. alone until he bumped Into the
enemy's pickets. He doesn’t know
Mrs. Harriet McFarland last week, jBallard Sunday.
Guests numbering 20 walked in ' Mrs. Emma Tolman was the guest how he escaped, but neither he nor
upon Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear Pt
and Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles Jonny Reb stopped to be introduced..
last Wednesday evening to help them 'asl week
Both did as they had been told to
Miss Mabel Wall was at home from do, “When in presence of the enemy
celebrate their 23d wedding anni
versary. Refreshments were served Attleboro Mass., where she is teach strike, strike for your homes and fire
as if by magic, and Mr. and Mrs. ing to spend Thanksgiving with her sides," and they both did. But Mr.
McCarter found his way into camp
Spear were presented with a dainty parents Capt. and Mrs. S. H. Wall.
‘Robert, the young son of Mr. and safely sometime before morning.
set of individual salt and pepper
Mrs.
Irving
Cain,
celebrated
his
sixth
One singular coincidence I will
shakers.
t
Miss Grpha K.Reran who has been bit thday Monday afternoon by en speak of here, as it includes us both.
tertaining
several
of
his
friends.
A
On our way South on shipboard
spending a week as guest of her
cousin Mrs. Ansel Hilt of the Middle prettily decorated birthday cake was while rounding Cape Hatteras, dur
a
pleasing
feature
and
a
part
of
the
ing a terrible storm, we had some 70
road has returned to her home In
dainty refreshments which were or 80 horses killed between decks.
Cushing.
served.
The
young
host
received
We were there to care for them. The
Mrs. Willard Hail is quite sick.
A .
next day it cleared a little, and we
Miss Susie M- Hahn has had a many pretty birthday gifts.
Miss
Annie
Edwards
of
South
were set to hoisting out those dead
ad io installed at her home.
Miss Edna Wyllie has been visits Paris is a guest at the Moody Par horses and dumping them into the
sonage
for
an
indefinite
period.
ocean. Jimmy and Albion Allen were
ing friends at North Warren the past
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Deane, son sent below to get the dead horses
week.
Mrs. Charles Young made a busi- Robert and daughter Virginia, IMr. ready and hook them on to the falls,
and Mrs. Raymond Manning, daugh and the rest of us manned the hoist
ics trip to Portland recently.
Mrs. Ansel Hilt and Mrs. Ernest L. ters Dorothy and Ruth and son Hay ing rope. Of that crew of 48 men
Starrett entertained relatives and mond Jr„ of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. only four survive—James McCarter
James Whitney,* daughter Mary and of Cushing, aged 99; Albion Allen ot
riends from Lynn, Mass, over the
son James Frederick were guests Hope, aged 93; William H. Maxey of
weekend.
Thanksgiving Da.> r; Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland, aged 86; and F. S. Phil
Miss Vera Partridge Is out again
J. C. Young.
brick of Rockland, aged 84.
fter a week's illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ado ph Roy and
Comrade McCarter has an almost
Mrs. Charles Wilson who under
daughter Mary of Medford, Mass.,
endless fund cf interesting events
went a throat operation in a Camden
were guests at Mrs. Annie L. iSmall's
that have come under his observation
hospital has returned home.
Saturday.
during his long and eventful life and
Frances Moore who has been ill
Mrs. George Hyler and son Theo
vith grippe the past week is recov dore LaFoliey motored to Stockton which he can relate clearly and intel
ligently.
ering and able to be out.
Springs Thursday of last week where
The farm on which he lives has
Mrs. Andrew Wilson of Thomaston they were guests of Mr. and Mis.
been in the McCarter famly for more
has been a recent guest of Mr. and . Edgar Colcord.
than 200 years, having been orignaliy
Mrs.
. Charles Wilson. ,
I An invitation has been extended
taken from the virgin forests by his
A. Bishop and Maurice (S denspark-I Harbor Llght chapter o E s
grandfather, who was 'born in Scot
r have recently shingled the Harlow m
.pt _.
ith nrlpn
meet
with
Orient. Chapter In Union
Browne house.
Friday evening, Dec. 2. Supper will land, emigrated to the north of Ire
Benjamin Davis is having tlie be served after the work. Members land thence to America. He was
shipwrecked on Isle au Haut, and
hushes cleared away from the lots desil ing transportation are request
being helped by the Indians Anally
pposite the Life Saver Lunch Room ed to notify Everett E. F. Libby.
nd in early spring will have some
Miss Gwendolyn IMorrill was at landed in Cushing after great hard
over-night camps built therei
home from
Farmington Normal ship and suffering
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Staples and son School to spend the holiday und
The farm is situated about two
Richard accompanied by Mfr. and weekend with her parents, Mr. and miles from the Thomaston bridge,
Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gardiner were Mrs. L. H. Morrill and had as guest in Cushing, an the banks of the
Sunday guests of Harriet and Susie Miss Viola Savage of Houlton.
Georges 'River. It Is well kept and
Hahn.
Mrs. Gertrude Havener and Mrs. the house situated on a beautiful spot
Ethel York were entertained Thanks high above and but a few rods from
giving Day at the home of Mra. De- the water, where the tide ebbs and
flows. Each generation has built a
lo'rs Morrill.
on
D. A. Whitmore is reported to be house, removing the old one and
recovering from his recent automo building on the same cellar.
James says he is the last of the big
bile accident.
a Handu
Mr. and Mrs Carlton Porter spent family of McCarters. He has one son
Sunday with his parent^, Mr. and and two daughters, all of whom make
their home with him, none being
Mrs. Herbert Porter in Waldoboro.
Next Sunday will be observed as married. He Is a rigger by trade as
Golden iRule Sunday at the Baptist well as a first class farmer and his son
You'll find frequent
use for ZALVA right
Sunday School and a special offering follows in the footsteps of the father,
through the winter
will be taken for the Near East Re both having rigged or workedonmany
months.
of the four, five and six masters
lief.
An effective and re
The Kentucky Minstrels presented built on this coast
liable aid ln checking cough*,
colds, sore throat, neuralgia
He also went to sea more or less.
by the students of the High School
pains, muscular soreness and
at Town hail Nov. 23-24 drew good While in Cuba on one of his voyages,
similar ailments. Good for all
audiences both evenings and reflect he witnessed the Spanish method of
the family.
Easy to apply—
penetrates quickly—won’t soil
ed credit upon ail who took part and shoeing horses. They cast the horse
clothing.
those who were in charge. Follow tolled him over on to his back into a
JJr—ef drop osd prsrrei storet—
ing is the program. Interlocutor. hole, dug for the purpose, legs
or niei/rd on receipt of
price.
Bertram Gardner; ends, Maynard straight up into the air then tied
Oraffam, Philip Spear, Delmont Bat- each leg to a post or timber, and
KIMDALI, BROS. «
latd, Roland Richards, Earl Achorn, proceeded to work at their leisure
CO., lac.
But go and visit Jimmy yourself
Ctcil Rhodes; opening chorus, entire
Established 1871
company; "Miss Annabelle Lee," and talk with him. He says he likes
Eaoabarg Falls, Vt.
Cecil Rhodes; “Red Lips," Gertrude to have company or visitors.
F. S. Philbrick
Noyes: "Here's Your Hat, What's
Rockland, Nov. 26.
Your ‘Hurry,’" Delmont Ballard:
dancers, Doris Wellman, Gertrude
Noyes, Virginia York, Evelyn Brodis,
WINSLOW’S MILLS
Ruth Crockett, IMargaret WellmanMrs. Charles A. Welt entertained
"Honolulu Moon,” Ruth Miller and at Thanksgiving dinner Mr. and Mrs.
Ruth Upham; “Oh L’ncle Cy,” Earl
W. A. Vannah.
Achorn;
"On a Dew-Dew-Dewy
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Faies and daugh
Day," six endmen; ‘Gorgeous," Mayter Helen of East Friendship were
nlird Graffam; ‘Goney Island Wash
board,"
Doris
Wellman^
dance, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Faies
Thanksgiving Day.
Pierotte and Pierrett, Ruth Upham,
W. A. Seavey of Rockland' was
Maxine Spofford; "Me and My
Shadow," Philip Spear; "Side by Thanksgiving guest of his daughter,
Side,” Roland Richards; finale, entire Mrs. W. S. Faies.
Miss Ella Sherman spent Thursday
company. Second Part—"Two Black
Crews," Roland Richards, Maynard in Edgecomb, guest of her mother.
THREE CROW BRAND
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Creamer
Oraffam; “Come On Black Boy,1” Old
entertained
a Thanksgiving family
Kentucky
Quartet.
Sketch
—
Father's
Buy tha Best Bakin* 8oda—
Day On: Father, George Crockett: party consisting of Lois Small, Mr.
mother, Elinor Robinson; Judy, the and Mrs. Chester Light and children
daughter, Maxine Spofford; Ethel. Minnie, Charles and Esther of Wins
Helen, Judy’s friends, Ruth Upham, low's Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Beatrice Graffam; Sedalia, the nurse Creamer and daughter Pauline. Mr.
girl, Lena Farrington; Bob, Marty, and Mrs. W. H. Milligan and children
the boys, William Ingraham, Clar Thomas, William and Wesley of
ence Collamore; time, the present; Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
locality, Rockport; scene, The Bur- Creamer and Everett Webster of SaI gess Family’s Living Room. Super- battus, besides the host and hostess.
)vised by the Misses Baker and Dun- There were 19 present.
, stan. Pianist, Miss Esther StevenI son.
Maine grangers will be greatly In
terested in the announcement made
by E. H. Libby, secretary of the
Doughnut* Are Best
Maine State Grange, that Maine
outnumbered Ohio ln the number
5
of head orc]
or chest ere more easily
taking the seventh degree at the Na
ttaatadaxti
treated
externally with—
tional Grange sessions, Ohio's class
at the 1927 session numbering 5,715,
while at the national grange session
Reekland
Fast ef Spring Bt.
n Portland last year the class tak80-tf
OwrJf I
ihreUe^Yi
ng the degree 7,236.
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In the
In
the Office
Office-~
service to the

Osborn Christmas
Tree Holder

office staff in the
afternoon stimulates
mental activity and
. pays for itself by
increased efficiency

USE

SALADA'

Kendall & Whitney

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
That last remembrance before winter sets in

The

Cemetery Wreath
We make them to your order

in tbe
following sizes

12
14
16
18

$2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00

inch,
inch,
inch,
inch,

Let Us Serve You

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street

Rockland
142-tf

111

getting mine
with a pipe

Keep it

PA.

Shelf

HAVE you never bent over a tidy red tin and
caught that marvelous P. A. fragrance? Only

a great tobacco could smell as good as that.
You prove how good it is on the very first

fire-up. What a taste, Menl
Cool as an immigration-officer. Sweet as

getting in. Mild and mellow as you expect a

tobacco in the world. There’s only one way
to account for that—P. A.’s quality!

smoke to be, yet with that full-bodied flavor

The sooner you get started, the better. A

that makes every puff a pleasant experience.

load of P. A. in the bowl of your pipe will be

I wish I could put the taste right on your

a load off your mind. And I don’t mean that

tongue, but you’ll have to do that.

for any wise-crack.

No matter what your

P.A. in a pipe is cool and long-burning,

present program is, try Prince Albert on the

right to the bottom of the bowl. This one

word of a friend. I’m telling you straight,

brand is bought by more men than any other

you’ll make no mistake.

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE !

More for your money

in every way—TWO
full ouncet in every tin.

DOWNYFLAKE

— the

COLDS

TRAINER’S

VICKS
▼ VAPORUB

i

N. C

national

joy

245

smoke!

*..4 »• ""J ir

’■

Every-Other-Day ’
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Christmas Club for 1928
31

NOW OPEN FOR

MEMBERSHIP

We Cordially Invite You to Join Our Club.

You a Member.

You will Receive your Christmas Club Money

JUST
1927

Your First Payment Makes

BEFORE

CHRISTMAS

Checks Payable at the Bank December 7th

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY o/ Rockland, Maine
VINALHAVEN

ROCKPORT

WARREN

UNION

CAMDEN

address on "Opportunity in Educa of patriotic songs, reading the 1 Miss Dorothy Miller . Miss Aramlnta
! BURKETTVILLE
For Sale
CAMDEN
tion" before, the High School pupils Thanksgiving proclamation by Miss! Hilton tbncluded the exercises by
Mr. and Mrs. George Vareny of last week. A short Thanksgiving Stella Viles and an appropriate read- reading "The First Boston Thanks
___ ____
-Two ______
Mrs. Adolph Ray and daughter
Waltham. Mass., have been guests of program was also given with singing ing on “The First Thanksgiving" by giving.”
A dance was held at Grange hall $3 each. One Llgflt Brahma cock, $4. Prix
winning
stock.
ALICE
WINCH1NBJ
Mary returned to Medford, Mass.,
his mother. Mrs. Tena Salisbury.
Friday
evening.
Music
by
Overlook's
4.
North Waldoboro. Me.
141*14
after spending Thanksgiving and the
orchestra. Another dance will be
J. Crosby Hobbs has returned from
FOR SALE—100 acre farm. Fine locatio
weekend with Mr. Ray at Herbert
held
Dec.
2.
*
a business trip to Boston.
good buildings, two miles from city 60001
Faies’.
Mr. and Mrs. Win Ingraham of lights and phone if deuired; good orchard I
Miss Helen Paris entertained a
nice well; large amount lumhe* and woodl
The Christmas sale at the vestry
Bangor
were
at
Andrew
'Roke
’
s
last
party of friends Friday evening at
truck farm.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfa
of the Episcopal Church occurs to
weeR.
her home in upper Elm street. Sup
Maine.
143-14
Lucy Linscott was home for the
morrow (Wednesday) in the after
per was served at 6.30, followed by
FOR SALE Used fur coats and fur'co
holiday.
noon.
auction bridge.
lared sheepskin lined ulsters. atfo wlnU
■Stanley Jones and family were at overcoats as low as $3. G. K. MAYO, 1
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton of this
Miss Reita Young has gone to Bos
Masonic St. Tel. 304.
143-14
FranR Esancy’s Sunday.
town, who is vice chairman of the
ton where she will spend the winter.
FOR SALE—Stare edgings at my mill
Andrew
Rokes
was
In
Rockland
Democratic State Committee, Is be
Ralph
Watts
was
a
lucky
hunter
I
large bundles 5 cts. each.
Delivered al
'Saturday.
ing mentioned as a possible candi
last week when he brought down a
Rockland In truck loads of 150 bundles IQ
‘NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS-ROCKLAND FURNITURE CO.”
ijr.
and
Mrs.
Thelbert
Day
and
son
date for the place of Democratic na
cts.
each
SIDNEY
HI
MES,
Stickney
Corner!
150-pound buck on Moody Mountain.
George were Sunday visitors in their •Me. Tel. 6-5 Washington.__________ 143-141
tional committee woman from Maine.
The ladies of the Methodist society
FOR SALE—1924 Ford sedan In excelletj
old neighborhood.
Should Mrs. Creighton decide to
The Rockland Commercial College will hold their winter sale at the ves
We are now Buying and'Selling Second Hand Furniture of all de
1923 CheTrr
I'llPlIUVU , whh
V.S41S extras,
XAtaW-Z, $175; —
------ 1
Henry
Turner's
family* spent condition,
enter the field she will make a vig is giving a dance Wednesday even try this Tuesday with supper served ,
coupe, $45 ; 1927 Ford ton truck with etc.,
Thanksgiving
Day
at
South
Union.
scriptions.
Telephone
899
or
768W
and
our
representative
will
call.
orous and resourceful contestant.
cab and steel lined dump body; 192.5 Cheer
ing at the Odd Fellows Hall in Rock at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Blanche Rokes visited her let cab for one ton truck. $25 ; one yard dun
Mrs. Lydia Newbert of Wadsworth land. Why not come and listen to
M rs. W. F. Bisbee entertained the
Our terms of purchasing second hand furniture are Spot Cash—no
body. $25; two 35x5 heavy duty Goodyec
parents
in
Washington
Sunday.
street is having some happy and Kirk's snappy music?—adv.
Monday Club this week at her home
trunk tires. $20 each; two 31x4 straight aid
exchange in trade. Our representative will call anywhere in the
proud hours. From recent informa
■ Cord tines. $10 each. CARLE BROS.. Fits
in Mountain street.
den. Tel. 18-11 Lincolnville.
142*11
tion she is now a great-great-grand
November 30, the Ladies’ Guild of
The regular meeting of Seaside
County.
mother with the advent of a son St. John the Baptist (Episcopal) Chapter, O. E. S., was held Monday
FOR SALE- Ren truck, rigged dump
Can be made into stationary body, with
born to Rev. and Mrs. Newell Snow Church, will hold its annual Christ evening.
Advertisement! In thia column not to ex Land top. Two hind tires new, heavy dul
Booth of Bryantville, Mass.
mas sale in the parish room. The
overhauled title spring by Hl
Dr. F. S. Powers has returned
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents, Completely
Edgar Lineken returned Saturday fancy table will contain many em from a visit with his parents on Deer
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 mechanic, price $225, or will trade for til
horse
sled
and
grocery wagon. ROSE ”
to the University of Vermont. Mr broidered pillow slips, some very at Isle.
cents each for one time. 1ft centa for three
, FARM. Owl's Head, Me. Tel. 425-31.
timea. Six words make a line.
Lineken spent a week at home while tractive fir pillows, together with
142Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Libbey of
order was being restored from the luncheon sets, towels, etc. There Machiasport are spending a few days
FOR SALE 192ft Hudson coach,
chaos caused by the flood in Ver will be aprons on sale, also conked
shape; lake lighter car In trade or ba.,
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Lost and,Found
[for cash. PQ43TOFFICE BOX 313, City.
mont.
food and home-made candy,—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Beverage have
i
142*
1 5 Tillson Avenue,
Rockland, Maine
The music committee of the Bap
LOST—Black fox hound, white markings.
142-143 returned from Portland where they
EARL BARRON. Tel. «784M.
143*145
FOR SALE—300 capacity Oil brc>
tist Church will have a cooked food
spent a few days with their son
LOST—Between Beech Bt and Senter I used little, works perfectly, $6. coat $11
sale at R. IW. Walsh’s store FridajCrane's, three platinum diamond rings. Re | Seventeen months old bluetlck hound,
CLEANUP IN LINCOLN Henry Beverage.
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The proceeds
wa rl. Leave at THIS OFFICE.
143-143 i bred. No training. $6. Dressed broilers,
Robert Jamieson has returned from
j lb. HENRY WATTS, Warren, Me
142*11
will be used for Christmas music.
a
short
stay
at
Deer
Isle.
LOST- Monday evening on the libra-’}’
Alden Merrifield is to open a cloth Alleged Booze Peddlers Find
FOR SALE—Heavy work horse.
ground. Union or Ms'pie Sts., long, dark blue
Schools
f
commenced
Monday
morn
ing store at the Southend, Rockland. )
rfbMd si'k scarf. Will finder please re’urn to HCRuME., West Rockport. Tel. Rock _
Mm<
It Not So Easy Across the in-' after the Thanksgiving recess,
43 BROAD ST. and receive reward. Tel. 263-6.
The Thomaston Garage Co. has
1013-J.
143*154
g j
| The ladies of the Congregational
FOR SALE—Queen sewing machine.
leased land of R. O. and Frank Elliot
Good condition.
society will hold a Christmas sale at
LOST -Two hounds, one b!ark and white; floss mattress, $10.
and will have an oil station on the
Ml-lf
one red and white. Last seen in The Bog. ORIENT ST.
the chapel Dec. 7. Fancy articles,
Levensaler lot. Main street.
Reward. M. M DAGGETT. Tel. 1183 W
FOR RALE Slxtv acre farm. Rockvll
A whirlwind drive upon various
113*148 village, three miles from Rockland, on Sti
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Warren of Lincoln County alleged liquor deal aprons, cooked food, candy and pre
Waterville spent Monday with their ers, Friday, resulted in the taking serves, will be on sale. A tea room
LOST At McLain school building Nov. 14. road. Modern, new six room house, all hartj
will be a new and attractive fea'ure.
an Elgin bicycle, double bar. camel back, wood floors, bath, city water, electrld'
daughter Mrs. W. P. Strong.
into custody of Eddie Gross of Newb ack and red. double fork front wheel. Re- Nice barn 36x4»»; wayside store and ga.
Matters of much importance wil
Miss Mary McPhail has returned
wa d LIBBY PALAD1NO. JR.
142*144 line station. Ten acres blueberries, ten
castle, Charles Johnson of the River be discussed at the monthly meeting
| to burn In spring: Early land, lots of 1
from her vacation and is again at her Road, Newcastle and the securing of . ot the Board of Trade ,o be ,)eH
LOST White gold bracelet with blue and and lumber; 50 apple trees; fine vie’
desk in . the Thomaston National evidence which the officers claim is
white stones. Reward. Leave at THE COU lake and hills. Apply to W. A. RFPLH
Thursday evening at the Y. M. C. A .
RIER GAZETTE.
142-144 Rockville. Tel. 352-5, after 1 p. m.
Bank.
sufficient to bring in several other and a full attendance i3 desired.
Miss IDoris Hackett who spent the liquor violators within a few days.
LOST Somewhere In Friendship black and
FOR SALE—Twenty-eight foot power
Weekly
meeting
of
the
Rotary
Club
(
tan male hound dog.
NARRAGAXSETT suitable, for lobster, scallop, or fish I
holiday and weekend in Milo, has re
Eddie Gross v as brought before today at the Y. M. C. A.. Luncheon
HOTEL,
Rockland.
Tel.
346.
.
Reward.
lnuuke
at 503 OLD COUNTY RD. Tel. 534-1
turned to town. Miss Hackett is the Recorder Singer of the Lincoln Mu
140-tf 1
141*14f
business teacher in the High School. nicipal Court, pleaded guilty to single will be served at noon.
LOST—Blue gray shag cat. weight 12 lbs.
FOR SALE—Ford touring . 1923. G<
Mrs. Etta Bracey will entertain the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Martin IWilsor. sale of liquor to Federal Officer Wil
Last seen at 6.30 p. m.. Nov. 20. Return to battery, rubber and mechanical condltk
have returned to Worcester, Mass., liam J. Corbett and Capt. Joseph F. Friday Club this week at her home
E. J. MOREY. 58 North Main St. Reward EARLE CONANT. South Hope.
Mloffered. Tel. 422-J.
141-143
after spending Thanksgiving with Young, Jr., State Police, and was in Washington street.
| FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and furaac
Ilaie Handley shot a moose in
Mrs. Andretv Wilson, Green street.
wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Te
sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and
Camden 152-4.
Ml
Mrs. Charles Frost, Beechwoods costs and to serve the maximum jail Searsmont on Saturday weighing be
Wanted
FOR SALE—Pair of black horwa, wettfi
tween 700 and 800 pounds.
street entertained a family party at •sentence of six months.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by mid around 3000, good condition, good workers
I.. J. Hary of Woonsocket, R. I., '
dinner Thanksgiving Day. consisting
dle aged woman of experience. Address J. E.. R. W. BUZZELL CO., Rockport.
132-t
Charles John-on of the River Rood,
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Morse, son Newcastle, pleaded guilty to the sale , spent the week in town.
Courier-Gazette.
143*145
FOR SALE—World famous Finnish
Mrs. Grace P.emis has returned
Stirling, Mr. and Mrs.. Albra Perry, of liquor to Ocers Corbett and
WANTED ‘Immediately, to kn»>w the pres first class make. Vlnntsh made hunting knives
ent address of Jesse F. Bradstreet and A. M. Ask price list. EMIL RIVERS, 342 Park St.
Albert Briggs and Mr. and Mrs. Oriy Young, Oct. 15 and received a similar front a visit in Providence, R. I.
Riley,
both heretofore of Rockland. ’Phone Rockland, Me.
136*I4<
Mrs. A. H. Parsons and Miss Ger- :
Front.
sentence. A second warrant against
ent address of Jesse E. Bradstreet and A. M.
FOR SALE- Buick sedan, 1927, la fine con
Mrs. Lena Delano spent the week Johnson, a search and seizure count, trude Dyer have returned from a
131 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
143*lt ditlon,
low mileage, three new tires, prlci
end as guest of her brother, George was sworn out by Sheriff Kelley and visit in Blue Hill.
TO LET—Upstairs tenement of four rooms right. TEL. 386-2.
13S-t
E. Lewis, in Camden.
Mrs.
John
Horsby
of
Winchester,
at
23
Franklin
.St.,
Rockland.
MRS.
DAVID
FOR
SALE
—N’k 16 Modem Glenwood
Johnson was fined $10 an deosts and
ood par*
par
OSIER. 13 Center St., Waterville, Me.
Mrs. Scott Young was a weekend sentenced to six months in jail on N. H„ is in town for the winter.
lor
stove,
used
one
season.
C.
AEMERY
141*143
visitor with friends in Warren.
Mrs.
Richard
Chase
of
Corinna
has
28
Pacific
St.
Tel.
518-M
or
436-M.
134-1
this second charge.
WANTED—Pure white shaggy cats .and
Mrs. Hattfe Copeland and Mrs.
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known tfa fhi
Sheriff Kelley and Deputy Sheriff been the guest of her parents, Mr.
kittens and all colors. LAKE VIEW FARM,
Grace Payson are guests of Mrs. For Albert Houston of Lincoln County, and Mrs. Elmer Joy.
Hosmer Pond Rd., Camden, Me. Tel. 153-11. Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road, 2^
miles
from Camden, nice poultry farm o
Though something for a minute
140*151
rest Farnham in New York. They Federal Enforcement Officer Corbett
truck farming; large two story house and
are expecting to spend a few weeks and Captain Young of the State Po
Some
heart
a
moment
cheers,
WANTED
—
Middle
aged
woman
to
care
for
buildings,
In nice condition; nice well
WALDOBORO
baby, one who prefers a good home. MRS. water; plenty of wood and pasture; tfei
in Florida.
The gift with Christmas in it
lice, comprised the squad which vis
Mrs. F. M. Knowles and Richard
(X>LDBERG, 91 North Main St. Tel. 760-M. largest elm tree In the county stands
Miss Evelyn Mossman who spent ited that section. In court county of
140-tf recti j’ back of the house. HASKELL
iWilder of Revere, Mass., spent
Is something for the years.
the holiday at home returned to Jef ficials stated that complaints had
125WANTED—Trucking and Jobbing of all CORTHELL. Camden. Tel. 238-11.
Thanksgiving at Mrs. Jessie Aehorn's.
The little gifts are pleasant.
ferson Sunday.
kinds, go anywhere night or day. R. W. , bUK hALfc.— ien acre neiel. one utut u«i
been made to the effect that Johnson Miss Winfred Kncwles returned with
Ralph Bourne has bought a radio, had been doing a business to the ex
I EWELL, Glencove. Tel. Rockland 135.
The gifts as light as foam.
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tonsi of hayl
them.
139*144 large barn and garage, nearly newv. WoM
a Hamilton-Rice.
But, for the great big present,
tent of approximately 110 gallons
Mrs. Herbert Knight and child of
and lumber let for sale at Hosmer Pood,
Pond, tol
Mr. Hodges and Mrs. Peers are weekly.
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood,
Portland are the guests of Miss Amy
Give something for the home !
planning to leave Thursday, and for
Home nice cottage lots on this land. HASK
Miscellaneous
Rush.
.
ELL & CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
a time they will visit in Massachu
WILL THE PERSON WHO PICKED UP
Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Smith of
125-41
setts, later going to (Washington, D.
the
snitcase
marked
M.
R.
S.
Wednesday
be

Shelhourne Falls, Mass., have been
FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch
tween 16.45 and 11.30 either on Broadway.
C., where they may spend the re
guests of their daughter, Mrs, Harold
Park. Union. Main, or Holmes St>., return similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.0F. Met.
mainder of the winter.
131-0
same to 32 UNION ST. or Tel. 818 and re SHOE STORE.
, Glidden.
George Frisbee has added a new
ceive
reward.
143-145
FOR SALE—Place on west side of Mapl<
| Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Loubier of
body to his truck.
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS—Trees large Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomantna
' Fairfield have been visiting Mr. and
Col. and Mrs. Tudor Gardiner were
and small, for Christmas and other occa good State road, bu ldlngs In good repair, 21
Mrs. William Maxwell.
sions.
Prompt delivery, reasonable prices. acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B,
in town Friday. Col. Gardiner gave
• Mr. and Mrs. Verne Acorn and
HERBERT H. SIMPSON, 23 Cedar St. Tel. FILLMORE, 85 Park St., Rockland.
an illustrated talk in the Congrega
804J
1
.
143*145
daughter Esther of Thomaston spent
tional vestry under the auspices of
CARPET SWEEPERS and vacuum cleaners
the weekend at Winfield Davis’.
the Ladies’ Auxiliary of Williamsrepaired—24 hour service—satisfaction guar the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mai
| Ralph Lovell spent the holiday
*.*
anteed. HOME SERVfCE REPAIR CO., INC., orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-tl
Brasier Post. The lecture and pic- I
! with his brother, Harvey, in Boston.
12 Myrtle St., Rockland. Phone 8923.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGEI
tures related to the visit of the
Rev. Guy McOuaidee has returned
143*145 and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
Legion to France last summer. Both 1
! from a visit at his former home in
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Writ!
TOGO-104 aims to please. Ever 5 .G. ,
were pronounced fine. Homemade
142*144 us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
Lowell, Mass.
fast, Maine.
131-h
candies were sold, the proceeds going
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
J Mrs. Susan Ber.ner Is staying with
FOR ^ALE— Eight room house nt” ,
towards a public library building.
|
•olor; storage. J. A. STEVENS & SON, Mc
Mrs. Benjamin Creamer for the win
There isn’t any other
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
130*132-tf Rankin 8t. with 10 acres of land and twt
Bertram Copeland is having a
ter.
barns. EDWARD J. HELL1ER. Tel. 42-M.
That hearts will hold as fast,
spacious portico built on the western
4T*«
| Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Sanborn were in
side of his house.
That pleases Dad and Mother
To Let
FOR SALE—Dry soft Sued slabs, $8; dr;
Portland last week.
George Morse has returned from a
hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CAMOIL
Roger Miller of 'South Berwick has
Like something that will last—
TO LET—Just finished, newly furnished, Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston. 131-t
visit to his son in Montreal. He was
been the guest of his mother, Mrs.
mother three room apartment, in Vlnal block,
A chair, a tabla near it,
in Vermont at the time of the flood
WHEN IN NEW YORK—ReiomOer tba
Thomaston, centrally located. EASTERN
Ida Miller.
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette
and saw its destructive work.
HEAL ESTATE CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 819.
A lamp to light the gloam—
Bagginess, scragginess,
Miss Audrey Wyman spent the
143-145 with the home news, at Hotallng’a New
Edgar Ames who spent Thanksgiv
Aaeetcy. 30* Wwt 4ftth Bt
|«.t
To bring the Christmas spirit,
shagginess ! Get the press holidaj- recess at home from Everett,
TO LET—Furnished four room house, 30
ing at home has returned to school
t6 LET—Heated front room, central lo
Mass.
Give
something
for
the
home
!
Vater
St.,
lights,
flush
closet,
lavatory,
ce. in Portland.
139-14
ing habit. Let us keep your
nented cellar, large shed. Adults only, $30. cation. Inquire 25 PARK ST.
The Susannah Wesley 'Society met
Ellis Young of the U. S. 'S. Raleigh
Tel. 213-J.
143-145
TO LET—Six room tenement, corner Holme
with Mrs. Charles Leach Monday
suits
cleaned
and
pressed.
Is having a 90 days' furlough. He is
TO LET—Tenement on Main St., electric and State Sts. Inquire H. H. STOVER J
evening.
139-14
at his home on Georges street.
ights and toilet. J. H. MELVIN, 21 Gay St., CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
Small cost.
F. M. Hunt is the guest of his
lockland.
142*144
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford were
mother, Mrs. H. F. Hunt at West
TO LET—Two furnished rooms at 18 -MA3 only the man with more monej
recent visitors in Portland.
—Mr. Before and After. 'Waldoboro.
40NICRT._______
142*144
brains who has more friends
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elliot re
Miss Myra Joyce of Rockland has
TO
LET
—
Cozy
apartment,
4
furnished
enemies.
turned to Boston Sunday.
been spendihg a few days at A. E.
noma, electric lights, gaa. Suitable for man
‘
For
Your
Appearance
’
s
Sake
”
K. A. Carroll made a business trip
ind wire. Inquire at 44 RANKIN 8T.
Boggs’.
to Portland Monday.
142-144
Rev. H. O. Megert, pastor of the
Free Delivery
Trade
Early
The Seniors of the Thomaston
> KEEP KLEEM NVFFJ
TO LET—Royal typewriter.
Rates very
M. E. Church, gave an interesting
We Will Hold
easonable. Apply R. U. COLUN8. Phone
High School had a social in the Gym
Cash or
Par Men and Womor
Goods Until
142-144
Friday evening. A good time was
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry ratin. two
PrtXeeJ to. deerea Iron
Easy Terms
Christmas
TO LET—House on Oak St. with all modenjoyed.
miles from Rockport Tillage; five adres; nice
'wear and star. Dust am
m improvements. ERNEST C. DAMS, at
house, barn and hen bouse; 50 bens, one
Mrs. O. F. Robinson, daughter laiis
Ai Her-C<»bb- Davis.
142-tf
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
wstorprost Par alia a
cow, three ions of hay. farming tools,
and Frank Hallowell returned Sun
291 MAIN ST.
ROCK.LAND.ME Jersey
TO LET- Houae at’ 87 Park .St., eight
nice kitchen range and telephone in the house
<f. P. orwdry »«*«
day after spending Thanksgiving
ooms,
hath
and
furnace,
All modern. InBig irade. HASKELL & COltTHELL. Tel
143-144
WOCKLAIW, MAINK
tulre at 89 PARK ST.
140-tf
233 It Camden.
133-tf
with Supt. and Mrs. Lewis A. Kales

THOMASTON

in Attleboro, Mass. Mr. Robinson,
who is attending Boston University,
and Miss Lois Hallowell of Brockton,
Mass., also spent Thanksgiving in
Attleboro.
Many expressions of sorow are
heard at the death of the young
daughter of Mrs. Dorothy (Robinson)
Jones of Rockland. Mrs. Jones for
merly had her home in Thomaston
where she has many friends.
The- Y. P. S. of C. E. had their
monthly supper and social in the
Baptist vestry Monday evening.
The Thomaston National Bank is
displaying a new sign in gilt letters
on a black background.

Second Hand Furniture

In Everybody’s Column

Rockland Furniture Co.

ARTHUR F. LAMB
cl^»fINer

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Every-Other-Day

swsoceiy
la additional to ptrsonll notes recording de- i
irtures and arrivals. thia department eape- ’
ally desires information of social happeniga, partlea. musicals. etc.
Notes sent by
nil or telephone will be gladly received.
i
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FORD'S NEW CAR
•_
Will Make Its Public Debut—
Henry Is Optimistic About
Business.

< Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Henry Ford's new ear, which of
ficials of the Ford Motor Company
say will be responsible for the ex
ELEPttONE
.............................
penditure of nearly $800,000,000 for
labor and materials during 1928, will
Country Club members are desired
be given its first public showing in
o telephone to Mrs. McRae (26)
the United States, Canada and Eng
heir reservations for the supper the
land, Friday, Dec. 2, Ford announced
omlng Thursday evening at 6.30, to
Thursday.
«e followed by auction. It will be an
35 Fur Trimmed Coats taken from our regular stock and placed at your dis
Coincident with the announcement
»rnlng of much enjoyment, as these
of the showing of the new ear, which
lub functions Invariably are. The1
posal at a discount of $10.00 each. Sizes from 16 to 48.
will be known as the "Model A,"
tvening s festivities will be under the
came a review of the world business
The first to come is the most likely to find a coat to fit and please them as to
hairmanship of Mrs. Louis E. Wardconditions from Henry Ford, in which
Sell supported by an efficient comstyle, fit and quality.
the manufacturer explained his sus
aittee of club members.
pension of activities since early last
This is not a lot of coats bought for special sale, but our regular stock.
summer when re-tooling of the Ford
A birthday surprise party was held I
plants began in preparation for the
t the home Jerome C. Jones last
new model.
triday night. Games were played
Furs
the Right Kind are a
Investment
‘.‘My outlook for the coming year is
no refreshments served. Twentybased on ample evidence of continued
our jolly guests participated.
and increasing material prosperity,”
Club Money
Ford declared. "National wealth Is
Joseph Soffayer was home from
Increasing. Individuals have more
loston to eat Thanksgiving turkey.
money. Taxes are on the decrease
Our stock is always Big.
Our repair and make-over department
and governmental economy has made
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson of
for better business in all lines.
Our quality is always Right.
is a business in itself and always at your
dorth Haven are visiting at the
“People buy when they have money.
tome of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Seeklns,
Our prices cannot be questioned.
command.
They become cautious In their expen
IS Washington street on their way
ditures only when money becomes
>ack from Squantum, Mass., where
Can you ask for more?
scarce. Money Is not scarce today
hey have been visiting friends,
nor will it become so next year, in
n-iey will pass the winter In Rockmy opinion. Therefore we will have
and.—Bath Times.
Blankets, Luggage, Bath Mats
Charming Gift Specialties
what we visualize as prosperity.
1 "The outlook for 1928 is simply a
Basement
Department
IMlee Dorothy Snow attended the
For Men and Women
! matter of production. Production
What is more appropriate than a pair of
Mmy-Navy football game In New
Hand sewed, hand tooled. Leather Bill Folds.
means the consumption of materials
beautiful Wool Blankets. All colors, patterns,
fork Saturday.
Any Fraternity obtainable—Odd Fellows, Ma
and labor. All production in this
sizes and prices.
country is either holding its own or
sons, Knights of Columbus, Rotary, Elks, Knights
Luggage Is one of the tlpiely items, attracting
Walter B. Knowlton returned to
increasing and I believe that it will
Templar.
unusual Interest as Christmas gifts.
3oston Sunday.
continue to increase during the next
Stunning gift for a man.
We feature Belber Traveling Goods, noted for
year. That wilt mean greater dis
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Goldberg gave
quality, service, style and reasonable prices,
$2.96 will purchase a Pouch Bag or an Under
tribution of money and greater pur
i> luncheon party at their home on
with or without fittings.
Arm or Variety Bag in Real Ostrich.
chasing power."
Vorth Main street Sunday in honor
An added Christmas attraction. The Martex
Tan or Brown on Black Velvet. Brown or
Approximately 70,000 men are em
if the event of a new son. There
line of Bath Towels and Bath Mats.
Black Suede, Morie Silk, Under Arm colored
ployed in the Ford plants today, Ford
were 30 guestg, Rabbi Tarsinsky actA Nationally known product of Merit. S.e
embroidery, innumerable color combinations in
stated, and these men ore earning
ng as toastmaster. Among the out
them and be convinced.
kid or leather, or in solid color.
more than 90,000 men who were em
jf town guests were Mr. and Mrs. M.
ployed in the main manufacturing
Ross of PortTand.
plants in the height of the Model T
production.
Miss Celia Rosenbloom has re
"It has been mid." Ford comment
amed to Providence where slie will
ed, "that national business has suf
esume her duties as teacher in the
fered during the months when w§
public schools, after spending the
WE CASH CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS
were preparing to produce the new
weekend with relatives here.
car. I do not believe it. It may be
“We Buy Raw Furs”
”We Buy Raw Furs'*
true that fewer cars were sold than
Miss Dorothy Blalsdell returned
would have been sold ifyqur factory
ctMterday to Marblehead, Mass., af
Cooked Food Sale By the Browne Club
and sales organizations had been op
ter spending the weekend with her
erating on a normal basis. But dur
Saturday Afternoon December Third
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Blals
ing that period when we were not
dell.
actually building automobiles, we
were still spending hundreds of mil
William Flanagan returned to
lions of dollars for wages, materials,
Lewiston yesterday after spending
W. Oliver Rollins returned to Bos- . Mrs. R. 8. Hewitson has returned
THE OLD FOLKS
new machinery and In experimental
the holiday and weekend with his ton yesterday to resume his studies to her home In Dorchester. Mass., afwork.
perents, Mr and Mrs. John H. Flan at the Bentley Accounting school I ter visiting her brother, R. H. Bar"The biggest thing any industrial
Three Quarter Century Club ■enterprise
after spending the holiday recess ham, Oliver street.
agan.
can do for the country is
with hip parents on James street.
Poet Declares They Aren’t to create more business, more work
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Grindell anti
Tho BP1W Club will hold a busi
and greater opportunities for improv
ness meeting at the rooms Thursday
Mrs. R. S. Fuller of Dedham, Maes., their guest, Arthur Chcsley of New
Ancient Jokes.
ing the national living scale. That
evening at 7.30, followed by a talk was a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. York City, spent yesterday in Ban
was why we brought out our new
gor.
by Rev. Walter S. Rounds. Refresh W. O. Fuller.
V
______
They have a Three Quarter Cen car. It has been designed to meet
ments will be served.
The Ladies' Aid of the Idttlefleld
Misses Winona Newton, Alarlan tury also in Florida—where folks conditions as they will lie during this
coming prosperous period. I feel that
There will be a circle supper at Memorial Church win meet In the Vlnal and Gertrude Heald w.erc play naturally live to be centenarians, and
the Model A car is being launched
the Congregational church Wednes vestry Wednesday for the missionary guests of Miss Dorothy Thomas,
even worse—and they make quite as under most happy auspices."
day evening at 6 o’clock with these meeting, sewing for Mrs. Myrtle Rob Oliver street, Saturday.
much of the organization as we do
t ousekeepers: Mrs. A. L. Whitte inson. A good attendance Is desired
Carter Stone of North Haven was here In Maine. Henry E. Edwards,
more, chairman; Mrs. A. S. Little that much sewing may be accom
Dinner served at noon. the weekend guest of Almon Cooper, who is now set down in his winter
field. Mrs. F. R. Spear, Mrs. C. IM. plished.
R. V. F. A.
Jr, Llmerock street,
Kalloeh, Mrs. N. T. Farwell, Mrs. E. Those not solicited will take pastry.
quarters in St Petersburg, sends to
SPEAR HALL
B. Sllsby, Mrs. E. K. Leighton. Mrs.
The Courier-Gazette a clipping from
WEDNESDAY EVG., NOV. 30
There will be relief sewing at the
Mrs. Ralph J.,Phllbrook who was the Independent which will have par
R. W. Bickford, Mrs. E. C. Moran,
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Jr., Mrs. Alan L. Bird and Mrs. Wal Congregational vestry Wednesday operated on at Knox Hospital last ticular interest to the members of
Lunch will be served at inter
at 2.30. Go prepared for work.
Wednesday for appendicitis is Im 1he Maine club of this name. The
ter S. Rounds.
mission
proving.
article reads:
POPULAR PRICES
*lt
A miscellaneous program will be
The Missionary Auxiliary connect
At a recent meeting of the ThreeMr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton motored Quarter Century Club, a poem writ
ed with the Littlefield Memorial presented at the regular meeting of
church, will meet Thursday evening the Harmony Club tomorrow evening to Stockton Sunday where Mrs. ten by Reed Spencer, resident of the
with Mrs. Earl Grant, at the home of at the BP1W rooms, with Mrs. Kath Morton will visit friends for ten days. city for a number of years and prom
her mother, Mrs. Bragg. Maverick leen Marston in charge. The entire
inent in tourist circles, was read and
program will be given by new mem
The regular meeting of the board made a distinct hit with the "boys
street. Go prepared to sew.
bers.
of managers of the Home for Aged and girls" of the organization.
Women will be held Thursday at 2.30
Kalloeh Class will meet Wednesday
Mr. Spencer was born Dee. 23, 1
The Woman's Association of the at the home of Mrs. F. W. Fuller, 1836. but despite the fact he is within !
afternoon In the Bapttst chapel to
Congregational Church will serve Talbot avenue.
tack a comforter.
n decade of the century mark, he Is In I
supper In the church vestry tomor
excellent health and Ills mind seems '
Mrs.
Charles
Creamer
of
Wins

row
evening
at
fi.30,
with
Mrs.
Ruth
Miss Marguerite Gould returned to
as keen and active as a man of half!
low
’
s
Mills
is
visiting
Mrs.
W.
H.
.Whittemore
in
charge.
Freeport Sunday after spending the
his age. He has been a contributor
SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
Milligan,
Rankin
street,
for
a
few
holiday recess with her parents, Mr.
to the Christian Science Monitor for ;
710-712 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
The
Chapin
Class
will
meet
witli
days.
and Mrs. E. K. Gould.
many years and has also written
Mrs. Ella Bird, Spring street tonight.
articles for other leading newspapers ’
Miss Clara Partridge of 'Boston and magazines. At the age of 81 he
Mrs. A. J. Huston who has been
Mrs. Grace Keller is confined to spent the holiday and weekend with wrote the invocation for the "Pay of
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Brown, Summer street, for several her home op Main street by a severe he- parents, Capt. and Mrs. Fred Prayer" proclaimed by President
Partridge, Grace street.
days returned to her home in Port attack of grippe.
Wilson at the time tills country en
land yesterday.
Mrs. Huston was
tered the World War and he has at
nletje,
Miss
Walter
Henry
and
Mrs. Leola F. Noyes spent Thanks
the recipient of many social atten
tracted widespread attention in other
Winchester,
giving In Portland with her husband, Katharine Henry of
tions while in the city.
ways through his numerous and
Mrs.
James
Mass., are guests of
Wlarren G. Noyes.
varied writings and poems. His
Donahue.
Miss Gladys Grant will entertain
poem "To the Three-Quarter Cen
Auction fans will have an oppor
the Browne Club at her home on
tury Club" follows:
ift.2
Mrs. Cora Kittredge has been tho
tunity to demonstrate their prowess
Fulton street Friday evening.
Bay not that we are ancient Joke*.
In that fascinating game tomorrow guest of her cousin, Mrs. O. C. Lane
For we are quite important folks!
In centuries before we came
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan spent evening, when, under the auspices of in Vinalhaven.
This world was stagnant, drab and tame.
Thanksgiving with their son, Avard the B1*W Club, a party will be given
Th«n progress started ; then began
Patrolman and Mrs. John T. Berry
L. Richan in Auburn, where they were on the Copper Kettle Porch, with
The triumph of the super-man
are on a motor trip to Reading, Mass.,
joined by MlssiWinola Richan. Mi33 Mrs. Caro Jones as chairman.
Before our time no atcanmhlps bore
where they will visit Mrs. Berrys’
Richan who has left the sanltorlum
Their wealth of freight from shore to shore
Supper will be served by the Uni- sister.
much improved In health is visiting
•No raiiroad system sent a train
vcrsalist ladies in the ehurch vestry
From Florida to Northern Maine;
Oyr Guarantee protects you ab
friends in Union at present.
Miss Rose O’Neil, daughter of Mr. 'No auto, with Its human load.
tomorrow evening at 6 o'clock, with
solutely. We knew cars 1 At a
Joy-riding, scorched a concrete road!
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
O
’
Neil,
who
came
Mrs.
Faith
G.
Berry
as
chairman
of
Austin Smith spent Thanksgiving
low price we sell high grade car]
home from "Sea Pines” for the
In Portland the guest of his son, Ar the housekeepers.
No radio, with static sound.
that give good service.
Filled
all
the
air
the
world
around
;
Thanksgiving recess, was operated
thur Smith.
No telephone, no phonograph.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Murch, who upon for appendicitis at Knox Hos
INo movie made its audience laugh.
Mrs. Charles Kalloeh of 'Willey's have been spending the past two pital yesterday.
No ten-rent photographs were made
1925 Essex Coach $240.00
That threw great Hogarth in the shade.
Corner, was the guest of her sister, weeks in this city, Bucksport and
Mrs. Etta Covel, for Thanksgiving Vinalhaven, returned to their home
Capt. and Mrs. David Conners were
No one had tamed the lightnings then.
in East Gardner, Mass., Friday. Saturday guests of Miss Carrie
and the weekend.
And made them light the homes of men;
1928 Essex Sedan 775.00
No submarine dived In the sea
WJhilc here they were the guests of Gleason in Camden.
Practically New
And
made
the
frightened
ftshee
flee
;
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rackllff of Mrs. Sarah Prescott.
•No aeroplane, careening high,
Ruth Mayhew Tent is putting on
Rockport, Mr. and Mrs. Archie RackDrove angry eagles from the sky.
And opened up a highway there
MVs. N. J. Paul who has been the an “Old County Fair” Monday, Dee. 5
lift and Mrs. Nellie Waterman of
For human travel in the air.
Waterman's Beach and Mrs. Lewis H. guest of her daughter, Mrs. H. V. in O. A. R. hall. The ladies of Rock
SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
Richardson of Worcester, Mass., were ■Rackliff. the past fortnight; returned land and vicinity are asked to take
All these grand things have been contrived
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Since our exclusive crowd arrived.
samples of their pickles, preserves
In this city Sunday to attend the fu to Somerville, Mass, yesterday.
More progress in out time appears
patchwork rugs or fancy v^ork and
Telephone 896
neral of Howard V. Rackllff.
Than In a previous thousand years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston were competent judges will decide as to
Say not that we r.re ancient Jobes.
143-144
For
we
are
quite
important
folks!
Thanksgiving
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The regular meeting of the Junior
which are the best in each line. A
Harmony Club in the Universallst Henry P. White In Farmington.
baby show at 3 o'clock, with cash
'vestry Friday evening was well at
prizes fBr the prettiest baby. There
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White are es will be two groups of these contest
tended. and this interesting program
tablished
in
their
new
home
at
29
was presetned:
ants, under two and from two to
three. Besides the exhibits there will
Tlano—fceTorrent .................................. Kalbert Beech street.
Ulcllle Rankin
be fancy work, aprons, cakes and!
Plano—,Flower Sone ..............................
Misses Mary Pratt, Helen Feeney, candy on sale, with grabs to appealtv
Madeline Rubenstein
Agnes Flanagan, Elizabeth Knight, to the children. If this project ap-j
Piano—Dwarf Dance ...................... Torjusaen
and Emma Dorgan made up a Jolly peals to the public the Daughters are
Orrin Bradbury
Current Events .................................... •...........
party which motored to Portland planning a county fair for next fa.ll
Stanley Gay
Sunday.
Piano-law Pierrots .......................... Streaborg
on a much larger scale.

Christmas Club Coats
Reduced This Morning

Good

of

(or Christmas

ipn
,11

MU i Lt IL L.! i
One Lot

One Lot

SILK DRESSES

SPORT AND DRESS COATS

$10.79

$12.75

Formerly priced from $15 to $25
Formerly priced to $25.00

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

JERSEY DRESSES
FUR COATS REDUCED

$3.79

Muskrat, Pony, Jap Mink, Raccoon,

Out of 70 dresses we have 25 left which
we will hold ” at $3.79

Cooney and Seals

CUTLER-COOK CO.

*1 STRAND k

DANCE

Miss Pauline Beal spent the'week
One lot of coats, 18 In number,
end in Westbrook as the gueut of that have been selling from $35 to
The study period was devoted to friends.
$45 are reduced to $25.00. Mlsaes
'Italian composers of the 18th cen
and ladles sizes. Street floor. Fultury. The lesson for the next meet
Mrs. L. S. Goodnough of Reading, ler-Cobb-Davls—adv.
ing will be "The .Wonderful Bach Penn., was the guest of Mrs, J. L.
Family." The following teachers are Beaton, Oliver street, for a few days
asked to provide pupils for instru last week,
mental numbers, adhering if possible
to the subject of the lesson; Miss
Miss Beulah Snowdeal of Pleasant
Ijimb, Mrs. Strong. Miss Stahl, Mrs. Beach is visiting relatives In the city.
'.Noyes and Mrs. Leach. It is hoped
THURSDAY, DEC 1
-that an orchestra can be organized
The Methebesec Club will hold its
within the ciuo during the present regular meeting Friday afternoon at
season, and it is announced in this ' <j. a. R. hall, with hostesses: Mrs.
1. O. O. tF. Hall
connection that a pupil playing any Orissa
Merritt,
Mrs.
Katherine
Instrument may join if within the Mather, Mrs. Ava Jackson and Mrs.
Warren, Me.
age limit. The club has adopted a I Alice Karl. Mrs. Mary Cooper will
club song, the words of which were ' present a paper on "Rugs" and Mrs.
Pwritten by Mrs. Noyes, to be sung Louise Ingraham one on “Know Your
Supper 6 o'clock
to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne.’’ Courts.” There will also be a musi
|-Nhoml Stearns sang it for the raem- cal feature, and members are asked
143-lt
|‘ hers at PridBy’s meeting and It was to respond to the roll call by naming
. enthusiastically received.
a- state wild flower.

REBEKAH FAIR

I

.WED.-THUR6.

TODAY

RANGER

BETTY COMPSON
in

THE DOG in

“THE LADY BIRD”

“Rpi’gcr of the North”
Thrill packed drama and romance
And

Helene Costello

W ednesday--Thursday

IN

“Good Time Charley”
A picture you will never forget

Columbia Pictures

FRI.-SAT.—FRED HUMES in
‘ONE GLORIOUS SCRAP”

presents

Hobart Bosworth

NOW PLAYING
BEBE DANIELS in
“SHE'S A SHEIK”
WED.-THURS.

<1

THOMAS
AEIGHAM
Jacqueline Logan
Richard Arlen
■OSMAN SmiMCIK

A

<v.

nTHE

For

Dorothy Boynton
riano—Minuet In E-flat ...................... Mozart
Katherine Snow

NOW PLAYING
BETTY COMPSON
■CHEATING CHEATERS”

7*

Christmas

A

CITY
COME
WILD.

aw
WWW

MZJ»TTA NILDOt
LOl'ICZ SAP- £
A JA'-tlt CRJUZB
mocut.TioN
■ - AOOlM lufcu,

fal!

For the smoker this store offers unusual values in Holi
day Gifts. For those who are sending their
gifts early, we suggest
Cigars, IQ packs................................... 65c, $1.00, $1.10
Cigars, 25 packs,............................... $1.25, $1.65, $2.70
Cigars, 50 packs............................................. $2.50, $5.00
Cigarettes in Christmas Cartons
Pipes................................................................... 50c to $3.50
Tobacco in Christmas half pound and pound boxes,
75c to $1.60

CHISHOLM BROS.
OPP. WAITING ROOM

ROCKLAND

i. - • *

iT

■

IUH LU

A story . f today 1
Gangster]
and their ‘._als!“ Gunmen and
their- liyes ! The unucrworld and
its life 1

FRIDAY (ONLY)

“The Gay Rebcit”
SATUF.E5AY

Afternoon^, 25c; Evenings, 25c, 35c.

Children, 10c.

“In Old Kentucky”
FEATURE VAUDEVILLE

Every Other-Day'
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If You are Weak Gain Health
With Old Fashioned

Remedy

FATHER JOHN’S MEDICINE

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON
# WEEKLY

BUILDS UP NEW STRENGTH,
ENERGY AND AMBITION

By R. M. Washburn

A DOCTOR’S PRESCRIPTION FREE
FROM ALCOHOL AND HARMFUL
DRUGS—70 YEARS OF SUCCESS

September 1st, The Roosevelt Club,
Incorporated. Boston, offered a cash
prize of one hundred dollars for the
best typewritten composition on the
subject: '"What the President has ac
HEN you are weak and run down —
complished," meaning Mr, Coolidge
whether as the result ot illness or confin
and not the President of the Club.
ing work or worry—you need a good body
This offer is open to its members un
til December 1st. The apathy in the
builder to restore your strength and to rebuild
competition is amazing, which seems
health and vigor. If you foolishly neglect your
to suggest, either that the accom
self at this time,your weakened system becomes
plishments of the President are too
an easy victim of colds, grip, pneumonia and
evident to be written about, or that
other disease germs which prey upon the weak.
they are hard to locate, or again, that
prosperity under his regime has be
Father Johns’s Medicine is the best body
come so commonplace that one hun
builder known. Its perfectly blended tonic in
dred dollars is an insufficient induce
gredients, which include highest grade cod liver
ment for intellectual labor of tills
oft, replace worn out tissue, supply new blood,
sort. There has been received but
one bona-fide thesis.
nourish the entire system and cast out impur
• • • •
ities. It ia pure wholesome nourishment free
The
second
submitted
seems to infrom alcohol or harmful drugs.
|dicate that the interest in the con
test is as widespread as it is thinspread. It is a remarkable document.
DIVORCE DENIED
NEW TRAPPING LAW
It is from Paris where The Roosevelt
Club, alone among the political Clubs
Portland Jury Decides Con Is Causing Much Dissatisfac of Massachusetts, appears on the
front page of the' Paris Herald, be
tested Case In Favor of tion Among the Hunters.
cause of this prize. This it has done
before, at the time of the BorahFormer Rockland Man.
Considerable surprise and some Butler debate. So it's done it twice.
A letter accompanies the submission
A decision for the husband was dissatisfaction Is being manifested of the document. It reads: "I am
returned in the divorce case of Mrs. throughout the State, it is learned, I enclosing on separate page, classi
Helen Maude Hall of Portland over the change made by the 1927
fied according to importance, those
against Capt. Janies Olivet' Hall, mar
great 'things' Coolidge has done."
iner. Thursday afternoon by the male Legislature in the game laws where
The separate page is a blank one.
Jurors after Judge Arthur Chapman by hunters as well as trappers of
All these facts I have succeeded in
of the Cumberland County Superior fur-bearing animals must provide
Court had urged resumption of de themselves with trapping licenses, learning from the President of the
j Club which perhaps I am reciting
liberations when disagreement had
except on their own land.
| here without breach of confidence.
been reported after 45 minutes.
Trapping licenses cost $5 annually All this is done in the hope that
Just four hours and 35 minutes
after the flrst jury went out, it of if used in organized territory, and $10 other aspirants, blessed intellectually
fered its decision that the charges in unorganized territory. Heretofore but handicapped financially, may be
made by Mrs. Hall, that her husband the man who wanted to take his dog i led to make of this contest a real
was guilty of cruelty, are not true and gun and go out to start a fox struggle, for all of ten days yet re
and a divorce ought not to he grant or tree a coon, needed nothing more main before the polls close, December
ed her. One hour of this time was than his 25-cent resident license 1st, time enough for any Coolidge
which has no time limit attached. enthusiast to write the required not
used for luncheon.
Harry E. Nixon appeared as attor- Under the new law such hunting be over one thousand words. All of
ne> for Mrs. Hall, und Edward J. comes a more serious and expensive which is respectfully recited for this
high purpose.
Berman represented Capt. Hall in business. The law reads:
• • • •
his contest against granting of the
‘Whoever hunts, captures or traps
The Hon. Calvin Dewitt Paige of
woman’s libel.
any fur-bearing animal or animals
Testifying Wednesday, Capt. Hall anywhere in the State, shall annually , Southbridge, Massachusetts, and a
denied his wife's charge of cruelty procure a license therefor from the former congressman, though it is al
and insisted that he at all times ex- commissioner of inland fisheries and most a reflection on intelligence to
e: ted patience in the face of her ex game, paying therefor a fee of ten say who he is, looked into the office
tremely nervqus condition. That he dollars for such hunting or trapping; of this Weekly during the past week.
was patient and did all he could to provided however, that the annual Mr. Paige is about seventy-five years
soften his wife's temper was testi fee for such hunting or trapping young, a patriarch in politics. He
fied by his niece. Hope Thompson within the limits of the cities, towns has walked the street called straight
Honna. She declared that Capt. Ha'l and plantations of the State shall be in his loyalty to the Republican
to avoid arguments with his wife, five dollars.
ticket. He swallowed that tabascoed
oltdn retired to his garage rather
It is being argued that the words dish. Blaine, when many of the virtuthan increase alleged irritability.
"hunts” and "punting" somehow | ous turned away, and he did this
slipped into the language of the law without an effort. He is as loyal to
without any intent on the part of the his friends as he has been to his
Legislature; that the Legislature party and toward his foes if any he
aimed only to leguiate the business has been a stranger to any sensation
of trapping fur-bearing animals for but charity. He sat in Congress
profit, but that it had no idea of at twelve years. He was a leader in the
tempting to interfere with Aie casual j crusade to adjust the pay of mallhunter who goes out occasionally for carriers and his letters are delivered
I on time . One of the best memorial
a day of sport.
However that may be or may not estimates in Congress on Mr. Lodge
! was made by Mr. Paige. Mr. Paige
Never allow this condititon to con lie, the law is there and has been in has done the difficult. He has lived
tinue, for it will irritate the delicate terpreted by the attorney general to
lining of the stomach and bowels, and mean just what it says. The only i into maturity in a sweet spirit and
may lead to serious sickness. Take at exceptions to it are the one above i without rebellion when many shrink
once “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. Econ mentioned relating to hunting or from the growing spectacle of the
omy remedy, 60 doses 50c. Trial 15c. trapping on one's own land, and one sidelines. For years I have endeav
which exempts minors under 16 ored to locate a critic of this man and
Made and Guaranteed by
without avail. If anyone will estabyears of age.
L. F. MEDICINE CO., Portland, Main.
No change can be made until the ■ lish this unique position toward Mr.
Paige with this Weekly, he will be
Legislature meets again.
given an autographed copy of Calvin
Coolidge. His First Biography. It
“NCT CULTIVATED LAND”
: can not be done.
• • • •
Hence Bushes, Weeds, Etc. Need Not
Another distinguished visitor at
Be Cut In Front of Wood Lot.
! our headqua’-.ci's during the .past
Associated Justice Albert M. Spear, j week was tl.e Hon. Ogden L. Mills,
retired, lias rendered a decision in the under-secretary ot the Treasury, next
case of the Town of Durham, vs. in rank to Mr. Mellon and ahead of
Chellis C. Haskell, deciding that Mr. the innumerable assistant-secretaries.
Haskell is not required to cut the C. S. Hamlin says there Is no great
“bushes, weeds, worthless trees and er financial expert in the country
grass" from the roadside adjoining than Mr. Mills. Here Mr. Hamlin is
his woodlot or woodland, but is re right though a Democrat. And this
quired to so cut and remove in front Mills has done, not through the spur
of his "cultivated or mowing fields” of hunger, for he can afford to eat
at the best of spas, but by the spur
adjoining the highway.
“It seems evident from the lan of spirit. Mr. Mills is a worker of
guage employed by the Legislature the hardest 3ort. He is the first
that it intended to limit the obliga member of the department to maintain
tion of the land owner to the restrict a racing stable. Even this pays
Mr. Mills
ed meaning of the words "cultivated under his management.
or mowing fields,” says Justice Spear has no inclination toward the gov
in his decision.
j ernor ship of New York, in 1923, or
"It is unnecessary to discuss the the wsenatorship, though his election
meaning of ‘mowing field.’ It will be to the former would be quite certain,
conceded that that does not include and to the secoqd likely. He is con
a wood lot or woodland, nor as com tent with his present Job and wise
monly understood by the people in ones say that he will be the next
the State of Maine would a 'cul secretary of the Treasury. So I was
tivated field’ intlude a wood lot or glad to have him hang his hat in my
front hall. Requiescat, that is the
woodland.
"1 deem it unnecessary to quote hat.
• » • •
from the opinions and books, for they
Mr. Borah suspends all work on
are uniform, so far as I have exam
ined with reference to the interpreta Sunday. This is a remarkable habit
tion that woodland or a wood lot is for one who is thrown so much with
politicians to whom the Bible is not
not cultivated lend.”

W

Acid

Stomach

Keep the
Bathroom warm
Portable, Safe, Clean, Con
venient. Instant heat wher

ever and whenever you
want it.
For best results use Socony
Kerosene.

PERFECTION
Oil Heaters
STANDARD OIL CO.r OF NEW YORK

•

26 Broadway

WARRANT FOR CITY ELECTION
Skate of Maine

MOVIEJ
STRAND THEATRE

City of Rockland
County of Knox. ss.
To Robert A Wehster. Constable cf the City of Rock'and.
You are hereby required in Ihe name of the State of Maine, to notify
and warn the inhabitants of the several Wards of the City of Rockland, quali
fied to vote, to assemble at their several polling places in the several Wards,
on the first Monday of December, the same being the fifth day of said month,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven, at
seven o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to give in their votes for
Mayor, Alderman. Member of School Board, Warden and Ward Clerk.
The polls will open at seven o’clock In the forenoon and close at seven
o'clock in the afternoon. The board of registration will be in session at their
room In the City Buildiag on Wednesday, Friday, i^rturdoy, Monday. Tuesdav and Wednesday, November 23. 25, 26, 28, 29, and 30, A. D. 1927, from
9 A. M. to 1 P. M.; 3 to 5 P. M. and i to 9 P. M. for the purpose of cor
recting the list of voters.
HEREOF, FAIL NOT and have you there and then this warrant with
your doings thereon.
Given under our hands in the City of Rockland this seventh day of
November, in the year oi our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and twentyseven.
J. F. CARVER.
Mayor.
A. L. ANDREWS.
I-. W. BENNER,
JOHN M. RICHARDSON,
M. P. TRAINER,
F. C. FLINT,
O. S. DUNCAN,
L. A. THURSTON,
Aldermen of the City of Rockland.
(Seal)
A true copy—Attest:
E. R. KEENE, Clerk of the City of Rockland.
143-144-145

(Municipal Election Dec. 5)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For Mayor

JAMES F. CARVER
Of Ward Four

Ward On*
Alderman—John W. Lane.
School Committee—‘Rev. Oscar W.
Stuart.
Warden—Evan H. Marston.
Ward Clerk—To be Ailed.
Ward Two
Alderman—Allen V. Sawyer.
School
Committee—‘Miss Alena
Young.
Warden—Harold Simmons.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Florence Philbrook.
Ward Three
Alderman—William A. Glover.
School Committee—Mrs,
Ruth
Elllngwood.
Warden—Albert M. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Hope Brewster.
Ward Four
Alderman—Mont P. Trainer.
School
Committee—William A.
Johnston.
Warden—Dr. H. L. Stevens.
Ward Clerk—D. Scribner Hyler.
Ward Five
Alderman—Justin L. Cross.
School Committee—Arthur F. Lamb.
Warden—Leland Hawkins.
Ward Clerk—Karl B. French,
Ward Sx
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
School Committee—Frank P. Trafton.
Warden—E. J. Southard.
Ward Clerk—Miss Elsa Hayden.
Ward Seven
Alderman—Putnam Perley Bicknell.
School Committee—Miss Lucy E.
Rhodes.
Warden—Dana E. Sherer.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie B. Frost.
always a text-book. 1 asked him
why this practice and he replied that
he could not modestly allege that it
was because of a religious nature but
it was surely the atmosphere of his
father's house. Perhaps Mr. Borah
is happy in a religious hang-over, an
inheritance which carries many men
a long ways. He reads a chapter in
the Bible, daily. It is noteworthy
that he does this also when he is not
a candidate for public office and
alone and beyond the reach of a ko
dak. There is one verse which some
of his critics feel that he has never
read and If so forgotten. It is St.
Luke 9-62 which reads, for those who
have not their Scriptures within easy
reach: ’’No man, having put his hand
to the plough, and looking back, ls
fit for the kingdom of God." And no
estimate of anyone ls worth a eent
which does not remember the shadow
with the sunshine. In easy English,
some say Mr. Borah is quicker to
start a fight than to continue it.
This Wleekly is judicial in Its net ad
miration for Mr. Borah.

“The Ladybird," today'R feature Is
a brilliant story of the New Orleans
Mardi Gras. Betty Compson, as the
heroine encounters the conventional
villain, tn the person of Sheldon
Lewis, who endeavors to follow the
conventional motion picture pro
cedure.
He
discovers,
however,
much to his amazement that he has
begged a red-hot antagonist who is
perfectly capable of caring for her
self In either a battle of wits or a
rough-and-tumble fight.
Without
being the least bit masculine, Betty
administers a heating to the villain
which makes him call 4or mercy.
Help arrives In Malcolm McGregor,
the hero, and a squadron of police,—
and this help, strange to say, is more
needed by Mr. Villain than the lady.
If you want to see a moving pic
ture that is different from anything
you have seen, go to the'Strand Wed
nesday or Thursday when "The Blood
Ship,” a sea melodrama, Is the fea
tured attraction. It is one of the
most satisfying films we have viewed
in some time. Real action, perfect
characterization and wonderful pho
tography make this an outstanding
production. The story, with Its
background of elemental passions run
riot, holds the interest from the very
start. Its deft handling by the di
rector, George B. Seitz, enhances the
sheer power of the plot and develops
(Municipal Election Dec. 5)
every bit of value In the continuity.
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS
The plot, in its essence, concerns it
self with the brutal carrylng-ons of
For Mayor
"Black Yankee" Swope, a Clipper
ship captain who knocked his man
OBADIAH GARDNER
out first and asked questions after
of Ward Two
ward. His nemesis, played by Ho
bart Bosworth, comes up with him.
Ward One
and on board ship takes place one
of the most thrilling two-man fights
Alderman—Jesse Carroll.
Jacqueline Logan,
School Committee—Mrs. Eva D ever screened.
sweet and winsome as ever, plays the
Snow.
role of Mary, the girl who doesn’t
Warden—'Fred Gray.
Ward Clerk—Benjamin W. Bisbee. turn out to be Swope's daughter,after
all. Richard Arlen Is a satisfying
Ward Two
lover in the character, of John Shreve,
Alderman—L. W. Benner.
who sails aboard Swope's hell ship be
School Committee—Henry A. Howcause he wants to be near the love
ard. •
,
of his heart. 'Walter James' por
Warden—Guy Douglass,
trayal of Swope ls a memorable bit
Ward Clerk—Eva M. Rogers.
of play acting, as Is (ilso James
Ward Three
Bradbury's characterization of the
Alderman—William A. Glover.
“Knitting Swede,"—adv.
School Committee—Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
EMPIRE THEATRE
Warden—Mrs. Anne Snow.
The
feature picture for today is
Ward Clerk—C. E. Harrington.
Betty Compson in "Cheating Cheat
Ward Four
ers."
Alderman—Russell Richardson.
An outdoor picture in every sense
School Committee—Mrs.
Lucia
of the word may be truly said of
Burpee.
"Ranger of the North,” starring
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
Ranger Wednesday and Thursday,
Ward Clerk—Fred A. Hall.
(
for every scene in the entire story
Ward Five
was filmed under the open sky in the
Alderman—Ralph H. Trim.
High Sierras of northern California.
School Committee—Charles
M
Without an interior sequence in the
Lawry.
entire picture, "Ranger of the North"
Warden—Sanford K. Hatch.
holds an unique position In screen
Ward Clerk—Alton E. Young.
annals. Director Jerome Storm took
Ward Six
Ranger and the rest of his company
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
to Mammoth Lake, California, before
School Committee—Mrs. Jeannette beginning shooting and returned with
Dunton.
a completed picture, absolutely no
Warden—John H. Wilson.
work being done in the studi i.
Ward Clerk—Ethel Hart.
The other feature is ‘"Good Time
Ward Seven
Charley," a tender, thrilling romance
Alderman—LaForrest A. Thurston. ot back-stage. Featured are Helene
School Committee—Miss Lucy E Costello, Warner Oland and Clyde
Rhodes.
Cook, Montagu Love, Julanne Johns
Warden—Benjamin C. Perry.
ton and Hugh Allan are prominently
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Marietta C cast. Michael Curtiz directed. "Good
Moody.
Time Charley" is one of the greatest
human interest stories ever filmed.
—adv.
A STATE HISTORIAN

Augustus F. Moulton, a distin
guished citizen of Portland, has been
appointed hy Gov. Brewster to the
position of State historian. The pffice has long been vacant and the
appointment of Mr. Moulton was
generally commended. Mr. Moulton,
who was born in-Jay, 79 years ago,
is exceptionally well qualified for
this position. For more than half a
century he has written extensively
upon the early history of Maine.
His writings include a history of
Portland, one on the early settle
ment of Scarboro, and one on the
history of Maine from the Royalistic
period of about 1630 to the time
when Massachusetts annexed Maine
about 1691.
His history of old
Prout's Neck attracted wide atten
tion at the time of its publication.

Want* To Help Others

• ♦ • •

Mr. Borah has new come into the
public notice in a way that he has
seldom touched. He proposes to con
tinue the position which he took be
fore The Roosevelt Club in Sym
phony Hall, Boston, that the Repub
lican party shall face the issue of
constitutional prohibition, that the
party and its candidates shall say,
not only that they are for the en
forcement of the law but also that
they are for the principle of the
amendment Itself. Mr. Borah thus
annexes a mighty following, few men
more In the history of the country.
On the merits and politically his
cause Is very strong with many peo
ple. He and Dr. Butler continue In
distinct cleavage. Dr. Butler says
that the party shall advocate the re
peal of the amendment. Both say
that the laws rhould be enforced,
whatever It is. They both differ with
the position of The Roosevelt Cluh
which demands that the party and Its
candidates should either endorse or
advocate the repeal of the principle
of constitutional prohibition. There
the Club stops and does not say
which they shall do. It stands simply
for tlie proposition that present con
ditions shall cease. Mr. Borah was
never In a stronger position to play
a prominent part in the next con
vention. When the party goes In
swimming next year, he will be sit
ting on its clothes on the hank.
When he was asked to take a place
on the ticket in 1924 he asked:
'Which place?" So now savants
ask. will he go through. But it is
better to have started than never to
have started at all. And this Weekly,
on the merits of booze, is neither wet
nor dry. Once confident of its own
virtue it Is content to make Paradise
and to leave the world to save itself.
If it can.

The legs of children's rompers
should not bind. They should be
straight or have loose "bands. The
size of the band should be determined
by measuring the childs leg 5 Inches
above the knee. A knitted hand or
cuff may be used if the bloused effect
»t the knee is desired.

KEEP NEW ENGLAND MONEY IN NEW ENGLAND
-Cook for the
cUJhite Top
Band and
the Big G’
on the Sole

She
world’s best
work rubber

It outwears three pairs of ordinary
rubbers. Railroad men, mailmen,
truckmen, cement workers and
others save moneybecause they’re
‘Caboosters’.
Long, hard wear is honestly built
into every pair of ‘Caboose’ rub
bers. Look for the WhiteTop Band
and the Big ‘C’ on the sole.
CONVERSE RUBBER SHOE COMPANY
Factory 9 Qencrai Ojjica, Malden, Mom.

BIGW^UNE
RUBBEW FOOTWEAR
‘Nebraska’
The popular fourbuckle all-rubber
overshoe. Warm —
easily cleaned —
retain* no odor*.

W. H. SPEAR, Rockland Maine
BUY NEW ENGLAND MADE RUBBERS

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

PARK THEATRE
Today will be the last opportunity
to see Bebe Daniels in "She's a
Sheik."
Thomas Meighan’s new Paramount
picture “The City Gone Wild" com
ing 'Wednesday and Thursday is de
scribed by the management as an
underworld melodrama, the story of
a gangster and police war in an
American metropolis. The part af
fords Melghan an opportunity for a
powerful characterization as a crimi
nal lawyer who turns prosecuting at
torney because of the love of a beau
tiful girl. James Cruze, director of
“Did
Ironsides,”
"The
Covered
WUgon" and other spectacular pro
ductions, directed. . “Thp City Gone
W|i!d" is an original story by Charles
and Jules Furthman, Jules being re
sponsible for the screen adaptation.
It is a well drawn tale, written as
only a former Chicago newspaper
man could yrrlte it. Jules Furthman
has made a careful study of the pres
ent embodied some of his own find
ings In this new production.—adv.

‘Ruff-Shod’
The ever popular
boot for general ui
Wear* (lowly ar
evenly.

ACCOUNTS DUE
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
120-tf

TOO MANY MOTHER3
Wear Out Slippers On Dance Floor
Instead of Spanking, Says Meth
odist Editor.

—National Studio

Miss

Bertha Matuizek

Hadley, Maia.—"It ls with the
greatest of pleasure that I write the
following for It may do hundreds
of suffering people good. I suffered
with nervousness and weakness, but
when I started to use Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription, my nerves be. came stronger and my strength re
turned.
I “I also used Dr. Pierce’s Irontio
Tablets to make my blood richer, and
I'm now well and strong. I hope
other women who suffer will try Dr.
i Pierce’s medicines as I know they
; will help them.”—Miss Bertha Matussek, East St., Box 56.
j Ask your nearest druggist for Doc
tor Pierce’s family medicines; or
I send 10 cents for a trial package ot
any of Dr. Pierce’s remedies in tab
let form, to Doctor Pierce’s Clinic,
in Buffalo, N, Y,

One reason for “modern Juvenile
delinquency," in the pplnlon of the
Rev. Dr. W. E. J. Gratz, editor of
the Epworth Herald, "Is probably
the fact that too many mothers are
wearing out slippers on the dance
floor rather than In the old-fashioned
disciplinary spanking of their chil
dren.
“I do not worry half so much about
the flapper who Is 16 and 16 years
o!q,” he said, "aa I do about the flap
per who is 61 and 61. If you get the
flappers of ®1 into church and im
bued with the spirit of the church
so that they help re-establish fam
ily altars then you will not have to
trouble about the flappers of 15.
"Whether modern dress la wrong
or not is all tn your own mind. Per
sonally. I think that the modern
dress is more healthy, more modest
than the old-time bustle and cor
set. There ls none of the modern
finicky fear of exposing an ankle.
The young people of today have a
franker and more wholesome attitude
towards things in general.
The
younger girls were never so beauti
ful as today.
I ^congratulate the
young men of this generation."

On the average, each Individual In
the United 'States has approximately
three hens working for him or her
the year round. Of these three, at
least one dies or is culled from the
flock annually, and there is a demand
for more than 100,000,000 pullets to
take their places.

Order your Christmas magazine
gifts now. Magazine Bargain Cata
Home work. Only exiperlenced mak logue sent on request. Fred E. Har
ers who will furnish good work den, the Magazine Man. Tel. 36-W
142-143
' promptly need apply. OLD SPAR- Bockland, Me.—adv.
; HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
A woman's tears float her out of
132-149
a lot of difficulties.

Braided Rug Makers

Drive Buick for I9$8
over that bad road
RIVE a Buick for 1928 over the stretch of bad
road you know best. . . Notice how Buick’s
Cantilever Springs smooth away those aggravating
ruts and bumps ... Observe how Buick’s Lovejoy
Hydraulic Shock Absorbers, front and rear, absorb
road shocks and eliminate jolts and jars . . . You
cannot know Buick’s marvelous new riding com*
fort until you have tested it yourself. A car awaits
you in our showroom.

D

SEDANS 01195 to 015
•9OT
»
»
COUPES 01199 to 01850
SPO1•RT MODELS 01195 to 01525
prernment tax to be added. The

C. M. df. C. financing plan, the tneit deferable. ie available.

BUICK>I928
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
51 Park Street
LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

Rockland
BRANCHES AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

TeL 238
AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

